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This omnibus contains two novels by L.E. Modesitt that comprise a larger story unit, Timedivers
Dawn and The Timegod (expanded from his first novel, The Fires of Paratime). They were
formerly published in mass market original form and are now combined and published together
for the first time, in trade paperback. They are somewhat reminiscent of the Change War stories
of Fritz Lieber, and although they are science fiction, they contain intriguing connections to the
fantasy universe of Modesitts Recluce novels.Other Series by L.E. Modesitt, Jr.The Saga of
RecluceThe Imager PortfolioThe Corean ChroniclesThe Spellsong CycleThe Ghost BooksThe
Ecolitan MatterThe Forever HeroTimegod's WorldOther BooksThe Green ProgressionHammer
of DarknessThe Parafaith WarAdiamanteGravity DreamsThe Octagonal RavenArchform:
BeautyThe Ethos EffectFlashThe Eternity ArtifactThe Elysium CommissionViewpoints
CriticalHazeEmpress of EternityThe One-Eyed ManSolar ExpressAt the Publisher's request, this
title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Timegods' WorldTIMEDIVER'S
DAWNFor Wendy, Margot, and Mimi Just because,although each of you knows why.ITHINK OF
A world of witches, of high technology and space travel, of science and superstition. A world on
the verge of changing inhabitable planets into green pastures and endless forests, a world so
short of energy resources that all fuels are grown or captured from the sun.You say there is no
such world? Or that it is only our world, dressed up for a storyteller's pleasure?Set aside your
doubts ... this world was as real as any you will know ... and learn about the timedivers' dawn.
Perhaps it began here: "MERYN." THE SLIGHT, sandy-haired woman looked as though she
carried perhaps a score of years, until she gazed upon one, and the darkness behind her eyes
delivered the weight of centuries."Yes, Mother." The second woman, also slender and sandy-
haired, could have been a twin to the first, except for the lesser depth of her eyes."It's time.""I
know.""There can be no more witches in Eastron. Not now. Not with the empress of Westron's
demands, and the weaknesses in the Duchy.""But the Bardwalls still stand ... .""And they will,
and you may always return to look upon them. You must make a place among the people of
Westron and learn their technologies. Our time has gone and will not come again for centuries.
Not until they have stripped the last metals from the ground. Not until they have been hurled from
the skies.""Mother?""Yes.""Do you really believe that?""Daughter, I know that Eastron is dying,
and all the villagers and all the gentry will blame it on the witches. Because of the duke our faces
are too well known. So I will face the empress with him, come what may, and you will
survive.""Mother!"There is no answer, for the older witch has vanished.The younger woman
looked around the retreat, then continued placing her few things in the pack, which will be all that
she can carry on her instant yet long journey. IT SEEMS SO simple. It is not. It could have begun



here as well: "WITCH! WITCH!"Thud! Crack!One rock, then another, struck the whitewashed
wall.Their target, a stocky boy-child with strawberry blond hair, a dazed expression, and
shoulders already overbroad, looked down from the low wall where he balanced. Looked down
at the whitewashed surface where the rocks had struck near his feet, then back at the gathered
handful of women, crippled veterans, and the priest." ... like his mother ..."" ... dead ... thank
Verlyt ... !"Crack! Whmmmpt!"Suffer not a witch, nor a witch's child ..."The boy looked from one
face to another, back and forth, as if seeking reassurance.Crack!One of the rocks struck his
shoulder, hard enough to stagger him."Witch! Witch! Witch!" The chant began in earnest,
echoing between the walls, drowning out the occasional low rumble of dry cloud thunder.
Thunder that promised nothing but clouds that delivered no rain, no respite."Witch! Witch!
Witch ... !"Crack!Suddenly, the boy's dazed expression vanished and his face screwed up, as if
he were about to cry. In a single motion, he tightened his lips and jumped down on the far side of
the wall, away from the crowd, and began to run.Pad, pad, pad, pad ... ! The alleyway remained
silent for an instant, the villagers momentarily silenced."Witch! Witch! Witch ... !" The chant took
on an even more frantic note.Some of the veterans dragged themselves over the wall and
hobbled or ran, knives in the hands of those who still had hands, after the fleeing child. Others
turned back into the main street and dashed around toward the other end of the alley into which
the child had fled."Witch! Witch! Witch ... !"Thud! Thud, thuuddd, thhuuddd . . . The heavy roll of
the priests' drums supplemented the chant.From huts and houses, from the vintners and the
villas, the pursuers gathered, pounding down street and alley, tearing through house and
hovel."There he is!"" ... witch-child ... !""SUFFER NOT A WITCH TO LIVE, NOR A WITCH'S
CHILD!" boomed the amplified voice of the priest.The boy, backed into a narrow niche between
two walls behind the produce market, held a rock in each hand, waiting.Crack! The first rock
from a villager slapped against the wall.Crack! Thud! Crack! Thud! The past experience of the
rock throwers showed as stone after stone bounced against and around the boy.He threw one
stone back. It missed. He threw the other."Devil! Witch-child!"Overhead, the dry thunder
rumbled, and the dry clouds churned.A rivulet of blood dribbled down the boy's face, no longer
expressionless, but filled with rage, even as the tears diluted his blood into pinkish
streaks.Crack! Thud! Thud!"Gone!"" ... damned witches ... ! reclaimed their own ..."The small
niche in the walls was empty, vacant but for rocks and streaks of blood upon the walls." ... YOU
HAVE RECLAIMED YOUR BIRTHRIGHT FROM THE WITCHES THIS DAY ..." bellowed the
amplifier.A third of a world away, two soldiers paused by the roadside to investigate a heap of
clothing."Kid ... been beaten ...""Forcer!""Frillen, now what? Another discarded sack that has to
be an aggre-bel?" The heavy-set and silver-haired forcer glared at the two as he spoke.The
trooper pointed. "Kid. Beaten. He's still breathing.""He'll live. Put him in the rear freighter with
Garchuk. He looks strong. The ConFed home will take him. Now, let's get moving."The two
troopers shrugged. One lifted the boy and marched toward the military freight steamer. The other
followed the ConFed forcer.Timediver's Dawn, copyright © 1992 by L. E. Modesitt, Jr., and The
Timegod, copyright © 1993 by L. E. Modesitt, Jr. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition



edition.About the AuthorL.E. Modesitt, Jr., is the bestselling author of the fantasy series The
Saga of Recluce. His science fiction includes Adiamante, the Ecolitan novels, and Archform:
Beauty. He lives in Cedar City, Utah. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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Jr.PraiseCopyright PageTIMEDIVER’S DAWNFor Wendy, Margot, and MimiJust
because,although each of you knows why.ITHINK OF A world of witches, of high technology and
space travel, of science and superstition. A world on the verge of changing inhabitable planets
into green pastures and endless forests, a world so short of energy resources that all fuels are
grown or captured from the sun.You say there is no such world? Or that it is only our world,
dressed up for a storyteller’s pleasure?Set aside your doubts … this world was as real as any
you will know … and learn about the timedivers’ dawn. Perhaps it began here:“MERYN.” THE
SLIGHT, sandy-haired woman looked as though she carried perhaps a score of years, until she
gazed upon one, and the darkness behind her eyes delivered the weight of centuries.“Yes,
Mother.” The second woman, also slender and sandy-haired, could have been a twin to the first,
except for the lesser depth of her eyes.“It’s time.”“I know.”“There can be no more witches in
Eastron. Not now. Not with the empress of Westron’s demands, and the weaknesses in the
Duchy.”“But the Bardwalls still stand … .”“And they will, and you may always return to look upon
them. You must make a place among the people of Westron and learn their technologies. Our
time has gone and will not come again for centuries. Not until they have stripped the last metals
from the ground. Not until they have been hurled from the skies.”“Mother?”“Yes.”“Do you really
believe that?”“Daughter, I know that Eastron is dying, and all the villagers and all the gentry will
blame it on the witches. Because of the duke our faces are too well known. So I will face the
empress with him, come what may, and you will survive.”“Mother!”There is no answer, for the
older witch has vanished.The younger woman looked around the retreat, then continued placing
her few things in the pack, which will be all that she can carry on her instant yet long journey.IT
SEEMS SO simple. It is not. It could have begun here as well:“WITCH! WITCH!”Thud! Crack!
One rock, then another, struck the whitewashed wall.Their target, a stocky boy-child with
strawberry blond hair, a dazed expression, and shoulders already overbroad, looked down from
the low wall where he balanced. Looked down at the whitewashed surface where the rocks had
struck near his feet, then back at the gathered handful of women, crippled veterans, and the
priest.“ … like his mother …”“ … dead … thank Verlyt … !”Crack! Whmmmpt!“Suffer not a witch,
nor a witch’s child …”The boy looked from one face to another, back and forth, as if seeking



reassurance.Crack!One of the rocks struck his shoulder, hard enough to stagger him.“Witch!
Witch! Witch!” The chant began in earnest, echoing between the walls, drowning out the
occasional low rumble of dry cloud thunder. Thunder that promised nothing but clouds that
delivered no rain, no respite.“Witch! Witch! Witch … !”Crack!Suddenly, the boy’s dazed
expression vanished and his face screwed up, as if he were about to cry. In a single motion, he
tightened his lips and jumped down on the far side of the wall, away from the crowd, and began
to run.Pad, pad, pad, pad … ! The alleyway remained silent for an instant, the villagers
momentarily silenced.“Witch! Witch! Witch … !” The chant took on an even more frantic
note.Some of the veterans dragged themselves over the wall and hobbled or ran, knives in the
hands of those who still had hands, after the fleeing child. Others turned back into the main
street and dashed around toward the other end of the alley into which the child had fled.“Witch!
Witch! Witch … !”Thud! Thud, thuuddd, thhuuddd . . . The heavy roll of the priests’ drums
supplemented the chant.From huts and houses, from the vintners and the villas, the pursuers
gathered, pounding down street and alley, tearing through house and hovel.“There he is!”“ …
witch-child … !”“SUFFER NOT A WITCH TO LIVE, NOR A WITCH’S CHILD!” boomed the
amplified voice of the priest.The boy, backed into a narrow niche between two walls behind the
produce market, held a rock in each hand, waiting.Crack! The first rock from a villager slapped
against the wall.Crack! Thud! Crack! Thud! The past experience of the rock throwers showed as
stone after stone bounced against and around the boy.He threw one stone back. It missed. He
threw the other.“Devil! Witch-child!”Overhead, the dry thunder rumbled, and the dry clouds
churned.A rivulet of blood dribbled down the boy’s face, no longer expressionless, but filled with
rage, even as the tears diluted his blood into pinkish streaks.Crack! Thud! Thud!“Gone!”“ …
damned witches … ! reclaimed their own …”The small niche in the walls was empty, vacant but
for rocks and streaks of blood upon the walls.“ … YOU HAVE RECLAIMED YOUR BIRTHRIGHT
FROM THE WITCHES THIS DAY …” bellowed the amplifier.A third of a world away, two soldiers
paused by the roadside to investigate a heap of clothing.“Kid … been beaten
…”“Forcer!”“Frillen, now what? Another discarded sack that has to be an aggre-bel?” The heavy-
set and silver-haired forcer glared at the two as he spoke.The trooper pointed. “Kid. Beaten. He’s
still breathing.”“He’ll live. Put him in the rear freighter with Garchuk. He looks strong. The ConFed
home will take him. Now, let’s get moving.”The two troopers shrugged. One lifted the boy and
marched toward the military freight steamer. The other followed the ConFed forcer.II“ … AND
NOW, IN the presence of the unknowable and the almighty, we wish you the greatest success in
your striving to bring us all another world for all people, in peace, for our successors and their
successors …”The face of the gray-haired and young-faced Emperor of Westron faded from the
solideo link, to be replaced by the coat of arms of the Hrtallen.“Rather impressive,” observed the
stocky man, his red hair somehow bushy in spite of its close-cropped nature.“Isn’t that the
nature of royalty? To be impressive, I mean?” Her voice held an edge.“That doesn’t make young
Hrtallen any less impressive. Besides, getting his formal support for the Mithrada planetforming
can’t hurt once the initial enthusiasm dies down.”“Assuming he isn’t the politician his mother



was.”“Lorinda.”“I know. It had to be done. The Eastron anarchy was a danger to everyone, but did
they have to be so damned thorough? All the time that white-haired and sweet-faced old harpy
was displaying motherly concern, her peacemakers were rooting out anyone who could
pronounce the word anarchy.”The Imperial coat of arms faded from the screen, to be replaced in
turn by an official Imperial newscaster in the traditional blue and gold. “That was the sendoff
speech of the emperor, dedicating the unified Queryan mission designed to turn Mithrada into
the second habitable planet within our solar system.”The view switched to an ancient circular
brownstone tower, flying two banners, one the Westron flag, and the second bearing a sheaf of
grain crossed with a single red flower—a ryall.“But there are those who doubt the practicality
and wisdom of tampering with the Mithradan ecosphere, such as it is. One of the doubters, here
at the University of Vrecallitt, is Academician Terril Josset …”“Turn it off, Harlon,” snapped
Lorinda. “One thing worse than a sincere emperor is an insincere and misguided academic.”The
screen returned to a view of the stars before the Hope, as it edged inward toward the orbit of the
sun’s second planet, toward its mission to reform and cool the blistering wastes of Mithrada. To
strip the heavy atmosphere and rebuild the planet in the image desired by men and women. To
mine the only concentrations of metals within even impractical possibility, now that the thin outer
asteroid belts had been stripped of what could be found.IIII WAS BORN in Bremarlyn, which no
longer exists, like most of the cities and towns of Westron, the great western continent. Then it
stood about one hundred kays east of Inequital.Bremarlyn had little to distinguish it except that it
contained the regional revenue office of the Imperial Government. My father was a solicitor in the
service of the Crown, and he served as the local tax prosecutor of a government and a world
that has passed into history.My thoughts, scattered as they are, will be included in the sealed
section of the Archives, while I still retain the power to ensure both their inclusion and the sealing
of the records. Some things are best lost, but vanity being what it is, I have settled for censorship
over oblivion. Anyone who does unlock the seals will, I trust, also read the factual supplements
and data before coming to a final judgment on my follies.Consecrated to the Temple as Sammis
Arloff Olon, I still go by Sammis, although some persist in trying to distinguish me by using my
original surname. That too shall pass, at least in another dozen millennia. Time flows more
slowly these days, now that Query has left the seasons of the single-night moth and entered the
long afternoon of the Immortals.Why did it happen? How?No one can answer the first question.
As for the second, for me, it began with a dream.In the dream I stood above four roads. There
were no vehicles, no power wagons, no silent steamers, no gliding electrovans, just four
roads.One was gold, cold as the dark between stars.One was black, and the heat rose from it as
from the Grand Highway in summer.One was red and smelled like memories.And the last was
blue, bright blue like tomorrow’s dawn.Despite the dream of these roads, then I had no special
love of travel, nor do I yet. Everything I needed was in Bremarlyn—from the creek where I built
dams to see how high I could raise the water behind my assembly of stones and sand to the
fields where we played centreslot. No, I cannot say I had close friends, but we all played together
most of the time, and, when we did not play, we fought.In my first dream of the crossroads, I



merely stood there paralyzed and unable to set foot on any road. Fear did not prevent me from
taking that step. I could not move. Nor could I speak nor sigh. So I watched the four roads,
somehow suspended above them, as each disappeared into its colored distance.The four were
not a crossroads exactly, and in the distance that was not distance, each split and splintered into
hundreds of different directions, until each created its own horizon—blue, red, black, and gold.
Yet all directions were the same, and every road went in all directions.Wherever I was, watching
the roads, it was cold, bonechilling cold.Then, abruptly, as I wished to return to my bed and its
comfort, I was there, sprawled on cold quilts. Cold quilts, as if I had not been sleeping there
during my dream.Feeling exhausted, though I had done nothing in my dream but watch, I slept
… deeply. And I did not dream. Not then.While I seldom remembered most of my dreams, the
four roads remained with me, with their promise of anticipation and memory, heat and chill, long
after I had roused myself from my quilts, long after I pulled on my Academy uniform and trudged
off to classes.IV“MALFUNCTION ON SENSOR, alpha three, quad four, red.” The metallic tone
of the speaker reverberated through the module.The monitoring officer’s fingers seemed to meld
with the keyboard while she accessed the network controlling the defective sensor. Her eyes
widened as the data scripted out on the bluish screen before her. The sensor showed a
temperature of 3° absolute positive, barely above absolute zero. On Mithrada, less than 120
million kays from the sun, that was patently impossible, not on a planetary surface so hot that
water had never occurred in liquid form.Shaking her head as if to clear her thoughts, she keyed
the reset function.Bleep.The remote readings from the sensor on the planet below remained the
same, long after the fractional units it took for the reset command to travel to the remote
command network on the high plateau of Mithrada’s northern hemisphere.She took one deep
breath, then another, before glancing at the sealed portal that separated the monitoring module
from the rest of the planetary reformation station.“Malfunction on sensor, beta six, quad three,
orange … .“Malfunction on sensor, gamma three …“Malfunction on sensor, omicron eight …The
console before her blazed with maroon malfunction lights, bright points of brilliance that seared
at her senses.“Malfunction on sensor, delta four …”With a sigh, she returned her attention to the
original malfunctioning sensor and keyed the reset function again. And waited, ignoring the
rising maroon tide that turned the module twilight-colored. And waited.Bleep.The sensor now
registered a reading of 60° AP with a trend rate indicating a return to normal, for Mithrada, of
close to 800° AP within one standard unit.“Malfunction on sensor …”The number of maroon
lights continued to increase, even as the temperature on the first sensor continued to rise.The
monitoring officer ignored the more recent failures, finally blanking the row of screens above her
on which the lights had flared. Then she returned her attention to the first failure, shaking her
head slowly.“Lorinda? What in Hell is going on planetside?” The intercom speaker carried a
male voice.“Tell you in a demistan. It looks like an impossible planetary cold wave.” Her voice
was hard, clipped, her eyes still on the sensor data.“A cold wave? Are you all right?”“Stop
patronizing me, Harlon. This many data points don’t lie. We’ve lost all temperature-sensitive
remotes in four dozen subsectors. They all showed near-instantaneous temperature drops of



eight hundred degrees.”“That’s impossible.”“Malfunction in sensor, epsilon five …“Malfunction in
sensor …”Lorinda cut off the audio warning system.“Did you hear those, Harlon? Tell me which
is less impossible—identical malfunctions of nearly a hundred randomly located sensors on
eight different remote nets … simultaneously? Or one hundred severe temperature
anomalies?”“The whole system must be shot to hell …” came his reply.“That could be, but
there’s an easy enough way to check. Have meteorology check the changes in surface winds. If
it’s not the sensors, there will be severe local changes.”“You think so?”“I know so … if it’s climate-
caused. Check it out.”She shifted her monitoring to another early malfunction, which showed the
same pattern of abrupt heat loss, followed by a gradual return toward normal Mithradan
levels.Her fingers began a series of calculations, based on the proximity of the apparent
temperature drops to each other. With each input, and the resultant analysis, the frown on her
face became more severe.She removed the damper from the bank of display screens, and the
module turned twilight-purple again. The light was so depressing that she immediately reblanked
the screens. Lorinda hesitated a moment when the last screen analysis scripted out in front of
her. Then she touched the intercom.“Control central, this is monitoring. Analysis of sensor
malfunction patterns indicates event is planet-based and not created from system failure.”“How
do you know, monitoring?”“Analysis of temperature gradients between malfunctions. Something
… somethings … are acting like an absolute heat sink.”“Infraheat scan supports that, control
central. So does preliminary met data …”“Great … so rather than an understandable
catastrophic equipment malfunction, we now have an impossible natural occurrence.”Lorinda
shook her head in the privacy of the monitoring module. Not impossible—it had happened. And
certainly not natural. Of that, she was all too sure.VTHE SCIENTIST IN the pale blue tunic ran
her left hand through her short-cut sandy hair, then tapped the light stylus on the
console.Looking up for a moment around the small windowless room, she pursed her lips. The
gesture gave her face an elfin cast, which vanished as she concentrated and touched the
keyboard.On the screen before her, a title appeared in the formal script of Westra: “Project
Vanish—Case III.”Her fingers played the keyboard again, and the angled script disappeared,
replaced by a full-length view of a tall woman standing on a raised platform, surrounded by
monitoring equipment. The subject wore a wide belt clustered with sensors over a plain
singlesuit.Abruptly, the woman on the screen vanished, leaving the platform empty.The sandy-
haired woman viewing the screen froze the image and studied it. Then she backtracked the
visual, instant by instant. In one scan, the subject was present. In the next she was not.Finally,
the scientist touched the keyboard to remove the visual and replace it with the data from the
monitoring equipment. The data readouts showed the same pattern. The subject’s
disappearance was instantaneous. No faded signals, no attenuation, only an absolute cut-off
simultaneous on all equipment through the entire monitoring range.The woman in blue pursed
her lips again, ignoring the notation at the bottom of the arrayed data.“Subject A-102-Green
failed to return. No body found. No explosions noted simultaneously with disappearance. No
other coordinated energy phenomena. Chronological analysis inconclusive.”Her fingers touched



the console, almost as if independently of her thoughts, and the index returned to the screen.
For a time, she regarded the first page of the lengthy index.Evidence—that there was plenty of—
but verifiable, measurable results indicating success? None to date—except her own personal
observations, and they would not be considered objective, not to mention the questions they
would raise.At last, she blanked the index and stood, a woman with an almost elfin, face,
wearing the pale blue of a scientist. The severity of her hair and clothing hinted at the age she
might have been. The smoothness of her complexion and the pale fairness of her skin indicated
an age far younger than the expression in her eyes or the position which she held in the scientific
hierarchy.She sighed so softly that the expression was nearly soundless as she pressed the stud
which put the computer system on standby. Just as soundlessly, she rose and stood before the
darkened console, her eyes sweeping over the equipment for a last time, as if such a search
could uncover the key she continued to seek.Her steps were light, but slow, as they whispered
her departure from the small modest office on an afternoon when most others had celebrated
the holiday proclaimed by the emperor.VI“ALL THE ANOMALIES center here.” The technician
pointed to a circled area on the screen. “The general direction of movement is toward the
planetary southwest—right along that line.”The officer frowned and gestured toward a series of
triangles farther along in the direction outlined by the technician. “I assume those represent our
planetary stocks.”“Just what we have there, sir.”“How much metal and support gear
there?”“About six months’ worth. That’s an estimate.”“And if whatever these things are freeze
that, we lose six months of production equipment?”“More than that. Don’t forget we had to soft-
land all of that, and we lost two of the landers doing it.”“Verlyt!” For a time, the slender man
studied the screen and the gradual motions, and the abrupt temperature drops. Then he pointed
again. “What’s here, if anything?”“That’s the break between the two networks.”“Could we direct
the equatorial laser and the microwave collector to focus on that point when the sensors indicate
that’s where these … these …”“Frost Giants is what the recon types call them.”“ … things …
these things are centered?”“You want to fry them when they hit that point?”“That’s the idea. We
can get plenty of energy from the orbital stations. What we don’t have is more equipment, and for
some reason that’s exactly what your Frost Giants are interested in freezing.”“Do we know what
will happen, sir?”“No. But it can’t be much worse than losing the entire planet-forming project,
can it?”The technician frowned. “I guess not, sir. I guess not. But what if the Frost Giants
object?”“It’s their planet. If they kick us off, they kick us off, but there can’t be more than a few.
We may have to rethink, and maybe we can’t complete the project, but we need to keep them
away from the soft-landed equipment.“That’s my first objective. Then we’ll see what
happens.”VIIFIRST, THERE WERE the rumors. The Academy was always a place for
rumors.“Sammis, did you hear about the problems on Mithrada? Parts of the planet are freezing
…”I didn’t even bother to answer. Astronomy had taught me enough about Mithrada to show how
ridiculous that was. Hot enough to boil water, not to mention the higher atmospheric pressure
there.“ … serious … they called my brother off leave …”“ … they’re lifting the banned weapons,
the big nuclear ones …”At that point, Old Windlass walked in. We didn’t have to stand, but were



supposed to become silent, immediately.“ … rebels from Eastron … do you think?”“ … none of
them left …”“Master Olon, our lesson is Carnelia. I would appreciate it if you would turn your
attention to whether Carnelia is a tragedy in the true sense of the word. You, too, Master Kryrel.”
Old Windlass—that was what we all called him, although his real name was Dr. Wendengless—
would have discussed literature if the world had been crumbling and the schedule said it was
time for literature.“Uhhh …”“Come now. Is Carnelia a tragedy? Yes or no? Surely, you must have
some opinion.”“No, sir. Carnelia is a comedy disguised as a tragedy.” My idea was not setting
well, and all my plans for stringing along with Windlass’s fondness for classifying everything as a
tragedy had vanished because I had been listening to Jeen Kryrel and thinking why the rumors
about Mithrada couldn’t be correct.“A comedy? Pardon the pun, gentlemen, but surely you jest?
A comedy?”“Yes, sir. I mean no, sir. If you take away the trappings of a court, and all the
formalities, the situation is really a farce. Just because she had a single romp with the wrong
nobleman, she’s threatening to commit suicide? By throwing herself into a lily pond? And she
drowns in waist-deep water? How can you take that seriously?”“Master Sammis!” There was a
pause. “How do you know the water is waist-deep in the Major Royal?”“I checked in the Archives
when I was in Inequital last week with my mother. The original plans say the pond was built to a
quarter rod depth. It was later bricked up to a handspan, but at the time of Carnelia, I assume
that it was the deeper level.” Actually, I really hadn’t done all that much research. I’d been
discussing it with my mother, and she had mentioned the depths. But she was always right, and
Old Windlass wouldn’t know the difference.“And where in the Archives did you find this
wonderful information?”“In the background information on the history of the Palace
Major.”Windlass really looked confused, then. Started mumbling to himself, something about the
material not being in the public domain. Finally, he looked up. “All right, Master Sammis … even if
the Major Royal were only a quarter rod deep, you are missing the point through a technicality
—”Jeen was trying to keep from laughing, and Trien was grinning, and if Windlass saw them I
was going to be in big trouble.“—that Carnelia, indeed all the early Western royalty, placed an
inordinate emphasis on sexual purity, perhaps because of the lower-class stigma attached to
sexually transmitted diseases before the availability of modern medical techniques, and partly
because of the need to ensure a clear line of royal descent in order to avoid a repetition of the
chaos created by the Fylarian Fragmentation …”I had to hand it to Windlass. He could talk his
way out of anything.“ … so you are correct in saying that in the modern context Carnelia’s
actions seem farcical. But that is not the question, Master Sammis. Are her actions farcical for
the time and the society in which she existed? Are they? Come now?”“It still seems like she
overreacted, but it’s hard to say, sir.” I could have argued it either way.“Master Sammis, last week
you were disciplined for your reaction to criticism by a comrade of your performance during the
centreslot title game. In fact, upon one occasion you failed to place an inflated rubber bladder
inside a loose section of netting in the middle of a grassy field. This failure did not affect your
survival, your future, or your status. It should not have affected your self-esteem, given your
overall athletic reputation, despite your size. Yet you were so threatened by a mere verbal



criticism that you employed bodily violence.“Carnelia’s whole value system and life may be
threatened by her thoughtless action. Yet you, who react violently to a meaningless criticism of a
generally meaningless game, are going to tell me that context is not important?”Jeen was still
grinning, but now he was laughing at me.“No, sir.”“So you might consider accepting that context
is vital in evaluating value systems?”“Yes, sir.”“Master Kryrel …”For some reason, freezing on
Mithrada didn’t seem quite so impossible after Old Windlass finished with me.VIIISOME
DREAMS NEVER quite go away. So it was with my dream of the crossroads with its blue and red
and gold and black directions that were all the same and all different.Some nights that dream
would flash before me, and then I would dream no more. Other nights, I would find myself moved
from the crossroads in one direction or another, buffeted on invisible currents that were no less
strong for not being felt or seen, until I was carried almost through a black chill wall into some
place or time. Almost, but not quite, carried through that barrier, as though I stood behind a
curtain where I could see most of what went on.One dream was especially vivid. Or perhaps I
recalled it because it so closely paralleled what actually occurred.I had been carried into those
black chill curtains that looked into another world, or so it seemed, and stood within a tower that
glittered, inside and out. The tower was suffused with an energy that made it a beacon of sorts
on both sides of the black curtain. No matter how I tried to look at the walls, they refused to stay
in focus, even less than the other objects and people I could see from my obscured
perspective.Yet one thing was clear. The tower did not exist. Yet it was concretely there in my
night/dream vision. I could see people walking through that tower. Some few looked ordinary.
Ordinary as they looked, they were suffused with the same sort of energy as the tower itself, on
a lesser scale.Far less frequently, I could see others, dressed in tight black uniforms, who
radiated a far greater sense of energy. In the most vivid of these dreams, the one that stuck with
me, I could see one of the men in black more clearly than the others. He was below average in
height, and far smaller than the colorful and uniformed giant who stood beside him. Yet the
power which suffused him left the taller figure a mere shadow beside him.The smaller man
seemed graceful, with a narrow face and sandy hair. The strange part was that he stopped
talking to the giant and looked straight at me, though I was certain no one could see me, ghost
shadow that I was behind the black curtains of time or space or whatever.I could feel his green
eyes burning as he fixed them on me. And then he nodded and made a sign in the air that
seemed like a benediction. The giant swung his head toward the smaller man, who answered
before turning away from me and leaving me in that no-time place where reality and dreams
seemed to almost meet.The man seemed familiar, too familiar. Why had I seen him? What did
the energy levels mean?Before I could ponder the question, I stumbled from the blackness.And
was in trouble—serious trouble.I did not wake in merely cold covers, or standing by my bed, as
had happened once or twice when I had dreamed about the crossroads. I found myself standing
in a winter rain, still wearing but a long nightshirt, and barefoot, at the foot of the stone walkway
leading to the front door.Whhhssssstttt … click, click, click, …The half-frozen rain pelted down in
sheets, as it always did in the Ninis storms, each sheet sweeping across the road and down the



valley, followed by a break in the wind, cold ice drizzle, and then another pounding sheet of ice
droplets striking hard enough to raise tiny welts on unprotected skin.Most of my skin was either
barely protected or totally uncovered.Part of my mind was protesting. It was too early in the year
for such a violent and chill storm. The afternoon before I had been picking chysts from the trees
along the stone fence that separated our grounds from the Davniadses’, and I had taken my
tunic off. That’s how warm it had been.The changed weather wasn’t paying any attention to my
mental protests, but continued to raise welts on my skin and drench my nightshirt.So I hurried
gingerly toward the overhang of the front doorway, each bare foot planted as carefully as
possible on the slick stones.Not carefully enough, I discovered, as my bare feet slipped from
beneath me and my posterior and flailing hands slapped down on the cold stones.Scrabbling
and edging along across stones that were slick as glass and cold as deep winter, I finally
managed to reach the overhang and dry stones underfoot. From there getting inside was easy. I
opened the heavy door and took three steps until I stood on the polished slate of the entry hall in
an instant pool of water, with a few icicles hanging from the edge of my nightshirt.Only after I
was inside the house did I begin to shiver, either from relief or the accumulated impact of cold.In
those days no one in Bremarlyn locked or bolted doors. Why would we? Westron was
prosperous; what little crime there might be was punished severely; and few of the lower classes
traveled.The hall was chill, chill enough that normally I would have worn a robe, but that cold was
like a warm hearth compared to what I had left outside. What chilled me most was my soaking
nightshirt. I wasted little time in stripping it off and carrying it to the kitchen where I wrung it out.
Still naked, I took some rags and went back into the entry hall and wiped up the puddle I had
left.According to the big clock at the foot of the formal stairs, dawn was still some time
away.During the whole episode, I heard nothing from the maid down below, or from my parents
above, but that may have been because any slight noise I made had been drowned out by the
wind and the sound of the ice rain on windows and walls.Then I put the rags in the empty wash
bucket, hoping that Shaera would either think she had overlooked them or not want to mention
the problem when she discovered them on the morrow.Taking my damp nightshirt with me, I
tiptoed up the back stairs to my room. I opened the window briefly, got pelted by the rain again,
and closed it. After laying the wet nightshirt on the stone sill, I rummaged through my closet and
found my other nightshirt, which, as a proper scholar in training, I was not to wear for another
day. I yanked it on and climbed under the cold quilts, and began to shiver in earnest.How had I
gotten outside? Had I been sleepwalking? Did the dream have anything to do with it? What?
Surely I would have fallen on the ice going down the walk, and I swore that the chill of the ice
underfoot and the rain had been too sudden for an awakening from a nightmare. Had I been
sleepwalking, wouldn’t I have wakened as soon as the cold and rain struck me, not all the way
down the walk?The questions seemed endless, but, surprisingly, shivers or not, I fell asleep
before I could figure out answers that made sense.When I woke the next morning, it was to a
blaze of light. My first thought was that I had been transported to the tower of my night dream
vision.I heard nothing for a moment, but I could smell the odor of burnt sausage, which meant



that Shaera was attempting breakfast. While she kept the large house spotless, she attacked
cooking as if, like cleaning, it were to receive the full force of her ability and vigor. Full vigor
meant high heat and overcooked meats and scorched breads.The blaze of light came not from
some dream tower, but from the sun flaring through and reflecting off the ice that coated the
trees, the ground, and even the stones of the roadway.I struggled from under my quilts, seeing
that my breath did not quite turn to steam in the air of my bedroom, and went to the window. The
nightshirt was semi-frozen, and I lifted my hands.The hall light was on, and that told me that the
solar power units on the roof had begun to operate. They had been expensive, my father said,
but he had always worried about relying totally on the electric current delivered through the semi-
ceramic cables from the Imperial power authority. The power authority, of course, received its
electricity from the satellite links, which had been the primary reason for the Westron space
effort.By pressing my nose close against the glass, I could see most of the front walk from the
window. I pressed and looked. The walk was coated in ice, although it was beginning to steam
as the solar cells warmed the coils beneath. There were darker patches where the ice was
thinner that could have been footprints. But there was really no way to tell.I turned and leaned
against the wall, wondering which uniform I should wear to school, and realized my posterior
was sore, very sore. From what I could see, lifting the nightshirt and craning over my own
shoulder at the reflection of my backside, I had the beginning of a nasty bruise.So I had not been
dreaming. Now I was going crazy. First, out-of-season freezing rain, and now dreams about
strange towers that left me rods from where I went to sleep.“Sammis!”My father’s call halted any
further speculation, since I had only a few minutes before I would be expected at the table, and
fewer minutes after that if I wanted a ride in the steamer that would halve the walk to the
Academy. My father did not believe in making things easier, nor did he believe in making things
artificially harder. If he were going my way on part of his drive to work at the Imperial offices in
Bremarlyn, I could ride as far as our paths converged … if I were ready, and if he had no other
plans.I raced for the washroom, mine alone, and certainly one of the few advantages of being an
only child.As I completed washing my face, I looked into the mirror. The face of my dream, the
face of the man who had looked at me through the curtains of blackness, had been my face—
older, more experienced, and unlined, but my face.That made the whole mystery less real. How
could I ever see myself anywhere? It had to have been a dream.Since the sun promised to warm
the ice, I chose a midweight uniform, the same blue and silver tunic over dark blue trousers, with
the black boots we all had to wear.“Sammis!”“Coming!” I grabbed my pack and cloak and
tumbled down the front stairs, taking a quick look at the spot on the floor behind the front door.
No sign of water or water damage.Both of them were at the table. Mother was dressed to go to
the city—Inequital, not Bremarlyn—with leather dress boots, wide trousers and matching jacket.
Of course, she would be wearing the flynyx coat Father had given her for their anniversary and
driving the gold steamer. An independent woman, my mother, despite my father’s importance as
the preeminent regional solicitor of taxes and commerce. That he could also claim to be a
descendent of the old dukes of Ronwic did not disturb her either. Nor did it seem to impress her.



Little of pomp seemed to faze her.I could tell she had been up early and had completed her
morning workout, although she had probably not taken a run, as she usually did. Once or twice I
had tried to follow her regimen and decided against it. She was only a shade taller than I was;
but underneath her careful tailoring were muscles it would take years before I could match. Yet
she never made an issue about it. She just got up and did it, without fail, every morning.She had
taken a degree herself, in economic theory and practice, and had published one or two
monographs, claiming that it had been “just to keep her hand in,” whatever that meant. She also
was far more physical than my father, both with her own exercise room in the cellars and her
ongoing classes in Delkaiba—that was the old Westron martial art. All the same, I was never
quite sure what she did while I was in school or on her infrequent but long and solitary
“vacations.” Neither she nor my father ever mentioned it. And, somehow, my innumerable
questions never quite got answered.“Have some sausage, Sammis. Need some protein, not just
starch.”I reached for the least burned sausage on the platter.“What do you think about this
business on Mithrada?”“What business?” I was looking for an unburned roll, preferably to avoid
having to take another sausage.“The strange reports about the project problems. You don’t
discuss it in school?”My mouth was full. So I nodded. I hadn’t paid that much attention. So the
emperor wanted another planet. There was still plenty of room in Westron, and more than that in
Eastron.“Waste of money. Terrible waste of tax revenues …” mumbled my father.My mother
frowned, which was also strange. Usually she wore an exercise singlesuit to breakfast and never
showed other than a pleasant disposition. Again, she changed the subject quickly. “Are you sure
that uniform is warm enough?”“Ice storm was a freak,” I mouthed. “Melting off already.”“Don’t talk
with your mouth full.” That was Father.“All too many freak occurrences,” murmured Mother, so
softly that Father, with his bad ear that he refused to have examined, heard nothing.I looked at
her, and she shook her head minutely, as if to tell me not to ask. I didn’t. Instead, I grabbed the
last roll, taking bites first from an almost ripe chyst and then from the roll.Father pursed his lips
and took a last sip from his cup.“Coming?”I swallowed the last mouthful, wiped my face, and
nodded.“Meet you at the steamer.”IX“WHAT HAPPENED … ?”“Get the lights!” That was Jeen
Kryrel. He’d been trapped in his uncle’s silo as a youngster, still didn’t like darkness, even dim
corners.The buzz of the overhead lamps had disappeared with the lights themselves.“Silence!”
Dr. Yellertond’s voice cut right through the gloom of the laboratory.Since I hadn’t been looking
forward to the lab anyway, the power loss was almost welcome. The heavy slatetopped tables
and the aged wood cabinets reeked of sulfur and flame … and of age. My father had gone to the
Academy, and his father.“You may remain at your stations while I check with the magister. You
may talk quietly. Anyone whose voice I can hear will draw holiday duties.”The groan at that was
clear. Dr. Yellertond loved to assign holiday duties.“First power failure I’ve been in …”“Do you
suppose it was the satellite relay?”“Probably just an interrupter here.”I didn’t say anything. There
had already been too many coincidences, and the power loss had something to do with the
Mithrada situation. For some reason, I thought about my mother. She had not been planning to
go to Inequital the night before. Yet she had been up and dressed, and very preoccupied.She



had friends in the capital—that was why she spent so much time there, she said, but that would
not have explained her worried expression. She never looked worried. And the ice storm—that
was unusual.“What do you think, Sammis?”“Yes, what’s the runt think?”What I thought about
was giving Reylin a broken leg. My mother had instructed me in Delkaiba, just enough to make
me cautious about trying to use it. But Reylin was always asking for a lesson of sorts.“I think that
the lights are going to stay out—for a long time.” The words popped out before I could draw them
back.“Now the runt’s a prophet …”Already the lab was getting chilly, or it seemed that way to me,
and the sulfur smell was more pungent than usual. The bruise I had gotten in falling on the icy
front walk in my nightmare, or whatever, hurt if I sat on the lab stool wrong.“Silence!” Dr.
Yellertond was standing in the laboratory doorway.The murmurs and whispers vanished into the
gloom of the big classroom.“The power outage is not local, but stems from a failure in the
satellite relay systems. You are all dismissed. Anyone who does not live within walking distance
of the Academy may wait in the library or the main anteroom of the administration building.”The
tall, thin professor watched as we gathered books and notes together, and as we trooped out
into the corridor, boots scuffling on the polished stone floors.Like everything else in Westron the
Academy was constructed mostly of stone, with slate roofing on heavy timbers. Interior walls
were either paneled or plastered and replastered.That was because most of the petroleum and
iron had been exhausted by the First Civilization, or so Dr. Editris had said. He claimed the
failure of the few Eastron oil reserves had led to the fall of the Eastron Republic … but that was
history. I wondered if my father would be home when I got there, or if I would have to avoid
Shaera by myself. Certainly, if the power link had failed for the Academy, there would be no
power for the small Imperial complex at Bremarlyn, or for the Revenue Court.“ … could be
serious …”“ … first time we’ve been dismissed in mid-day …”Dr. Yellertond kept swinging
around to find someone to glare at, but every time he started to turn the whispers disappeared.
Allyson once had told me that the whispers at the girls’ academy—it was called Tyrnelle House—
were far worse.Were they sending the girls home from Tyrnelle? If so, I could go over to the
Davniadses. That would be better than staying at home with Shaera, who, for all her well-
intentioned energy, would try to find something for me to do that I was really supposed to do.
Allyson was interesting to talk to, even if she did look down on me.“Silence!” The word had
always been Dr. Yellertond’s favorite, and he was not opposed to overusing it.By then, we had all
straggled into the central robing hall, where our lockers lined the walls. More than half the upper
classes were already there, and Dr. Yellertond winced as the whispers washed over and around
him. The man should have been a mystic or a retreat academic, not a teacher of young
adults.Finally, he shrugged, as if to wash his hands of us, and made a vague gesture, muttering
something I could not hear.“Are we officially dismissed?” I asked Loiren, who was grabbing a
heavy winter cloak from his locker, right next to mine.“That’s what the assistant magister
announced, just before old quiet-ass brought you guys in.”I grabbed my own cloak. I’d tried to
take the lightweight one that morning, but Shaera and my mother had forced the heavier one on
me, and it was hard to argue against both of them successfully. Since I’d wanted to catch the



steamer ride with Dad—it did save me nearly a kay in walking—I’d taken the heavy black
one.Once I had the cloak, I took the pack, but I left all the books.“You aren’t taking your studies?”
asked Loiren in surprise as he closed his locker.“Why bother? It should be a few days before we
get power back, and they’ll have to review anyway.”“It’s your head, Sammis.”I ignored Loiren. He
meant well, but there were too many coincidences, and I wanted to get to the
Davniadses.Outside, it was still cold and sunny, and the wind coming up the hill from the west
chilled my ears immediately. A good forty others were already marching down toward the road
where most, I suspected, would find steamers to take them home. The bells in the Academy’s
temple were ringing to announce dismissal.From the east, I could hear the lighter tones from
Tyrnelle House, occasionally disappearing in the whistle of the wind. Clutching my cloak around
me tighter, I was glad that I had not been successful in arguing for the lighter-weight overwear.
Trudging down the paving stones toward the highway, I hunched up inside the heavy
wool.Clouds were piling up on the horizon, and it looked like another storm was pelting Inequital.
While the capital wasn’t visible from the low hills of Bremarlyn, I’d been there enough to imagine
what it must be like, with sheets of heavy rain pouring through kay after kay of three, four, and
even five story buildings—and the Grand Tower. Some of the anarchists claimed that the
emperor and, before her death, his mother the Grand Empress, had used their power to keep
other towers from being built.Hoping my mother had left before the storm had hit, I whistled one
or two notes of the Marching Song, but the wind was too bitter to keep whistling. So I put my
head down and lengthened my steps. Despite my size, I could walk, or run, faster than anyone at
the Academy. Not that I was about to in the cold.By the time I started along the walking trail by
the highway, uphill most of the way, my nose was running from the cold. The clouds from the
west had begun to shut off the sunlight, and the wind was building up into a gale, bringing with it
an acrid odor.Half a kay further, and I was looking for the occasional steamer that might be
headed my way, but most people lived on the eastern side of Bremarlyn. We lived on the more
isolated side, closer to Inequital and to the Revenue Court where my father practiced.Another
half a kay, and I had reached the side road that wound gently toward our land. My ears were
numb, and my breath made me look like a malfunctioning steamer myself. The ground crackled
underfoot, and whatever the storm brought it wouldn’t be rain, but snow or ice. Overhead, the
clouds were thickening into an ugly gray.Wheeep! Wheeep!Waving from the window of the
Davniadses’ slate gray steamer was Allyson. I stumbled over the half-frozen turf and into the rear
seat. Allyson and her mother were in the front.“You look frozen, Sammis. What on earth are you
doing out in this?”“Mother’s in Inequital, and Father is at work. At least he was. It was sunny
when I left the Academy.”“I do hope your mother is all right, Sammis. All the communications
links with the capital are out, just like the power.” Germania Davniads was a big woman with a
tiny voice. Allyson had her father’s booming voice and both parents’ build, but she wasn’t
overweight like her mother. She had a nice figure and a nice smile. She was a good head taller
than me, not to mention a year or so older.As the steamer hummed up the road, I readjusted my
cloak. There was no heat, though, and while I could feel the circulation returning to my fingers



and toes, the absence of wind alone was not enough to immediately thaw me out.“I do hope
Jerz managed to leave Jillriko early. He took the runabout.” Germania kept her eyes on the
winding road as her small voice continued. “It’s such a long trip back, especially if the rain gets
heavy, and that can easily happen at this time of year …”Allyson half-turned and ran her eyes
over my cloak. “It’s too cold to rain, Mother. Don’t you think so, Sammis?”“Ice or snow, I
suppose.”“I do hope that it isn’t ice. The runabout is so light, and the hill to our place is so steep
… Sammis, would you like me to run you all the way up to your doorway?”“What … ?”“Mother
wanted to know if you wanted to come over and have hot cider, or if you had to get home
immediately,” added Allyson quickly.“Cider sounds good …”“Then we’ll just take you to our
place. All right, Mother?”“If you think that is all right, dear. But won’t your father and mother
worry? Especially in this weather … and if it gets icy …”By then, the steamer was nearing the
turnoff for our drive. I looked up. A pair of soldiers stood by the drive, each carrying some sort of
weapon.“Just keep going, Mother.” Allyson’s voice was commanding.“If you say so … dear … but
… what are those men doing there? Doesn’t your father work for the government, Sammis? Is
there something wrong?”Germania kept driving toward the Davniadses’, and the soldiers
watched us go without even turning their heads.I felt cold again—very cold. Why would soldiers
be stationed at our house? Did it have something to do with all the coincidences, or with the
power losses?Allyson was looking at me. She raised her eyebrows.I shrugged, and shook my
head. “Don’t know.” My words were barely more than mouthed.She nodded.Although I continued
to study the lower part of our grounds until we started up the wide drive to the Davniadses’,
nothing seemed changed—except for the soldiers.“Here we are … I do believe that I will put the
steamer in the locker. The weather will not do it any good, and we certainly don’t plan to go
anywhere …”“Sammis?”“No. When it’s time to go home, I’ll just take the back path. It’s sheltered
most of the way, and it’s quicker than driving.” More important, I could take it and not be seen.
Perhaps someone in a case my father had been prosecuting had made a threat against him.
That had happened once several years ago, and we had soldiers guarding the area for weeks.
But nothing had ever happened.The steamer hummed to a stop inside the locker
building.“Mother, if you would see to the cider, Sammis and I will drain the tank and close up
…”“If you wouldn’t mind …”“It’s certainly no problem,” I volunteered.“Would you like your cider
straight … or with chyst?”I opened the door and scrambled out, carefully checking the hinges
before closing it. “With chyst, please.”The drainage hose was in about the same place as in our
locker, and I unrolled it, attaching the funnel clip to the end. The gray steamer—the name plate
said Altera—had one of the new side pipe drains, which made it easy.Unless it was going to be
cold enough to freeze, steamers didn’t need to have their water drained, but Mother—she was
the mechanical one—always insisted that both of ours be drained whenever they were not in
use. Allyson didn’t object when I began to drain the water. It was almost clear, the sign of a well-
maintained vehicle.Allyson was topping off the etheline, presumably so that she did not have to
do it in the morning. But etheline never froze, not in Bremarlyn, anyway, although in places like
Southpoint all the steamers had to have heating systems built into the water and fuel bunkers



and even into the steamers themselves.I finished draining off the water and closed the steamer’s
drain valve, then began coiling the hose. My hands were getting numb again, from the chill and
the water I had spilled on them. Even inside the locker I could see the steam from my
breath.“How are we going to have hot cider?” I asked. “There’s no power and no
sunlight.”“There’s a small etheline burner in the kitchen. Mother insisted on it, and it does come
in handy.” Allyson was wiping her hands on the towel by the pump handle.Straight black hair, but
twisted up at her neck, dark blue eyes, and a warm smile—Allyson was nice-looking, and I
enjoyed being around her, but more as if she were an older sister. She was just so much taller,
and older, in so many ways, than I was.“Do you really know what’s going on at your house?”“No.
It could be like two years ago, when that oil merchant was caught cheating on his revenue
payments and threatened to have us all boiled in flynyx oil. We had some soldiers then.”Allyson
touched my shoulder. I jumped.“Sorry. You looked upset.”“I am. My mother left for Inequital this
morning, and she was worried. Very worried, and she’s never worried.”“What does she do?
Nobody knows, for all the years you Olons have lived here. That house was, what, your
grandfather’s?”“Right. It was Grandfather’s, but I never met him.”Allyson motioned toward the
locker door. She was wearing some kind of scent, like flowers, and it smelled good on her. “The
cider should be ready, and you could use some. What about your mother, though?”That was
another thing I liked about Allyson. She didn’t play the verbal games so many girls did. Not with
me, at least. She just said what she had in mind.“I really don’t know. She travels a lot, and she’s
published some monographs. She doesn’t talk about it.” Even in the courtyard between the
locker and the main house it was cold. I stopped and let Allyson handle the door latch. It was her
door, and she was wearing gloves. I’d left mine at home.The courtyard was cold, but because
the Davniadses had left more of the woods around their place, the wind was less. Except for the
drive, you would scarcely have known a house was there.“You don’t know what your own mother
does?”“I’ve asked. She’s never answered, and when she doesn’t want to answer, she doesn’t.
Period. Besides, you know that.”Allyson shook her head, as she made sure the latch was secure.
“I know, but I was hoping …”We walked quickly up the dozen steps to the rear door that led to
the kitchen. The warmth of the house felt good, but I wondered how long the stored energy
would last. That was the problem with solar heat, especially when it was cloudy for days on end.
Thank Verlyt that Bremarlyn had lots of sun.“Allyson? Sammis? The cider is set up in the side
room, and there’s a fire in the grate. I’m resting up here, but I’ll be down later.”So we hung up our
cloaks in the back closet, and I followed Allyson up to the side room, where I found the
explanation for at least some of the warmth. The Davniadses had a small wood-burning stove
grate instead of a solar storage drum or a fireplace. A small table was set with two cups and two
plates. In the center was a serving platter with cheeses, three or four crumb rolls, and several
slices of chyst, in addition to the wedge set by one cup.“Wood-burning?”“Father insisted on
some room that could be heated during storms if we lost the electric power link. There’s one
upstairs as well. Mother is probably having her cider there.”I took the chair by the chyst cider,
and Allyson sat down across from me. For the first time in hours, my ears felt comfortable. I



unbuttoned the collar of my tunic, sipping the warm cider slowly and realizing just how cold it
had been outside.“That’s snow.” Her voice was softer. Her hands cradled the cup as she looked
out through the double glass of the two wide windows.Outside, the snow drove by the window,
almost like white rain, it was so heavy.“Verlyt! I’d better get home. No one knows where I
am!”“Sammis. Wait a bit. You said yourself that no one’s likely to be home. And a few minutes
more won’t make that much difference. You need to warm up and have something else to
eat.”Still on the edge of my chair, I reached for one of the crumb rolls, forcing myself to eat it
slowly, with an occasional sip of cider. Nothing seemed to make sense—not the snow, for we
seldom had snow in Bremarlyn; nor the cold, which was more like Southpoint; nor the soldiers.
Especially not the soldiers.“The soldiers again?”I nodded, since my mouth was full.“It doesn’t
make much sense.” Allyson paused. “Could your mother be one of the Hands?”“ …
ouughchchouupphh …” I had all I could do to keep from choking on the spot. My mother, my well-
educated and scholarly mother, an Imperial Hand? One of the emperor’s unknown but highly
trusted agents?“Well … it does make sense, Sammis. She travels, and no one, not even her
family, knows where. She is brilliant and well-educated. She is in fantastic shape, and no one in
Inequital or anywhere else would know anything about her.”All of what Allyson said was true, but
the whole idea was ridiculous. My well-tailored and devoted mother? With her flynyx coat?“No,
that’s ridiculous …”“Then why the soldiers?”“You might as well ask ‘Why the snow?’, Allyson.” I
shrugged. “It’s got to be tied up with the Mithradan mess … but without power we can’t even
hear the news.”“You don’t have batteries?”“Do you?”“No … Father says they’re too expensive.”I
grinned. “Sounds like mine.” I knew I needed something to eat. The midday meal at the Academy
had been yellow fish stew, which tasted worse than it sounded. But I wanted to gulp the rolls and
cheese down and start home. My guts were tightening just thinking about Allyson’s suggestion,
which made far too much sense. And I was afraid that the soldiers around my home meant
nothing good. Nothing at all good.“Now I’ve got you worried, don’t I?”“Just a little …”Her hand
touched mine, covered it, and I sat there, enjoying her touch and still worrying.“Let me come with
you.”I shook my head. “No. If there’s no problem, then there’s no reason for you to freeze. If there
is a problem, I wouldn’t want you involved.”She nodded, understanding what I meant. The
roundups after the Eastron cleanup had been thorough, very thorough.I slowly chewed a second
slice of cheese, not tasting it. I swallowed and felt it settle like ice in my stomach. Even a sip of
cider didn’t seem to warm the cold weight there. So I stood up.Allyson did also. “Please be
careful.”“I’ll try.” I tried to grin, but it was forced.“Before you go … let me show you
something.”Show me something? Allyson displayed concern, but not the almost romantic
implications of her statement.She blushed as I considered her words.“That sounds … different
… from what I meant … just follow me …” She went from the side room into the kitchen and then
opened a narrow doorway leading downward into a lower level of the house, toward the old
servant’s quarters, not that very many of the gentry had servants any longer, as we had Shaera.
But the stairway was clean, as was the hallway. At the end was a heavy door to the outside,
which opened onto the rear hillside underneath the veranda.I’d seen the door from the lawn



before, and wondered where it went. Now I was seeing it from the inside. Although the lower
level was not heated, it wasn’t that cold, and I could feel the residual warmth from above and
from the main solar tap.Allyson stepped back from the outside doorway and eased open one of
the hallway doors into a small room with a single bed—one covered mattress on a simple
wooden frame—and a lamp. The room had no window, and the walls were a clean but old cream
plaster.“There are quilts on the foot of the bed … here … and I’ll leave the door unbolted. There
is still a lock, but the key will be under the rock on the right.”“Why?” I whispered, knowing I didn’t
have to, but figuring that this invitation did not exactly have familial approval.“If no one knows
you’re here, then they can’t say you are, and Mother always has to tell everything. This way, if
there’s something wrong, you can at least have a place where you won’t freeze. I’ll see if I can
find some warmer clothes and some food.”We both knew what she was saying. If the soldiers
were not a protective detail, then anyone who helped me was in danger of losing everything as
well. Even in making shelter available in a hidden fashion Allyson was risking a lot.It would be
only a while before her father arrived home, and he certainly, knowing Jerz Davniads, would ask
the soldiers what was happening.“I should be going …”“I know.”Neither one of us said anything
as we climbed back up the old stairs to the kitchen. As I pulled on my cloak, Allyson handed me
a pair of faded leather gloves.“You’ll need them. Bring them back when you can.”I nodded, still
having to look up at her.Creaakkkk … whssllllsss …The wind nearly tore the kitchen door from
my hands as I stepped out into the chill. The afternoon looked more like twilight. The tiny white
flakes fell as thick as a summer thundershower.Not looking back, I plunged into the storm and
down the back lawn, where the snow was almost ankle deep, nearly falling several times before I
reached the trees and the narrow path that wound along the hillsides toward our house.Chhichiii
…A grossjay jabbered from the evergreen branches, his call the only sound above the hissing of
the snow and the whining of the wind.By the time I was five rods into the woods, I could not even
tell, looking over my shoulder, that there was a house uphill from where I walked. The path
seemed longer than usual; my ears were numb; and my toes tingled by the time I reached the
gate in the old stone wall. The wooden gate itself had been removed when my father was a boy.
Only a gap in the stonework remained. The wall marked the boundary between our lands and
the Davniadses’, and on the other side were the remnants of Grandfather’s orchards, mostly
chyst, but some pearapple.A hint of an acrid odor in the air tugged at my nose, and I stopped
short of the gate, knowing that to return through the wall led to more than I really wanted to
handle. Edging up the gap, I studied the path, but there were no prints in the snow, no sign of
anyone this far down in the orchards.The house was still a good hundred rods or more uphill,
and the straggling remnants of the old orchards ran to within twenty rods of the back
terrace.After I went through the wall, my steps were even more deliberate, and I left the path,
walking instead from tree to tree, pausing and looking uphill. The acrid odor got stronger and
stronger, but I could see nothing through the trees—not until I was almost to the top end of the
orchard.The light from the fire lit up the entire house, and the row of soldiers formed a cordon
around it. None of them were looking out into the storm, but at the burning house. All of them had



weapons leveled.I scuttled up into the lower branches of a pearapple, trying to sort it .out, trying
to keep my guts from turning inside out.Why were they burning the house? And who were they?I
watched for a time, conscious of the cold creeping through me, as the flames continued to leap
into the storm. Despite the fire and the cold, none of the soldiers relaxed in their scrutiny of the
house.One figure, presumably an officer, walked the outer perimeter. The second time he
passed within a few rods of the tree where I was huddled on the back side of the trunk, peering
around at the destruction. That was when I saw the shoulder patch, saw and recognized the
emblem of the ConFed Marines, the same marines who were the shock troops in the Eastron
occupation. The same marines whose intelligence service had handled rounding up the Eastron
sympathizers.Why were they burning my house? Why did they keep studying it as if something
were hidden inside?CCCRRRUMMMPPPP!I had to hang on to the tree as it shook with the force
of the explosion.All of the marines were flattened on the snow. Some moved, as the fire burned
even higher, sending billows of black smoke up into evening. Others looked as though they
would never move.Although I did not know what had caused the explosion—certainly it had not
been expected by the marines—none of those who survived were likely to be favorably inclined
toward anyone or anything associated with the house. Slipping down from the tree, I managed to
stagger on unsteady feet through the still-heavy snow toward the path to the Davniadses’.By
now, the powdery stuff reached well over my ankles and showed no signs of stopping. Between
the oncoming night and the clouds, the darkness made each step uncertain.I kept looking back,
but by the time I reached the wall I could see only a dim glow through the branches and the
snow. The wind had not died down, but increased and whipped the edges of my cloak.When I
finally reached the Davniadses’ lawn, it was a sea of white, churned by the wind. Only a few
lights were on, probably etheline lamps or candles. Although the wind might have covered my
tracks, I circled the lawn and edged up partly from the side, staying far enough from the veranda
wall so that the drifting snow would cover my steps, concealing any sign that would show I knew
in advance where I was going.Probably a vain precaution, one way or another, but that was what
I did.The key was where Allyson had said it would be, although it took me some time to find it in
the dark, and even more time to brush snow back in place. Neither the door nor the lock
creaked, for which I was thankful.Closing the door and latching it was more difficult because it
was hard to see in the near-total darkness, and I had neither flash nor glow rod. Then, because I
wanted to make no noise at all, my progress to the servant’s room was even slower. As I opened
that door, I discovered I could see, barely. A dim glow rod lay on the single small waist-high
wardrobe, next to a small package.First, I shook out my cloak in the corner away from the door
and wardrobe, and brushed the loose snow off my Academy uniform. Then I unlaced my boots
and took them off. My toes began to sting as feeling returned. I spread out the cloak, hoping it
would dry somewhat, and put the boots next to them.There was no note by the rod or the
package, which contained some dried meat and fruit, several slices of bread, and other wrapped
items I could not determine, as well as a small tool kit.My uniform was damp and clammy. Off it
came, and I draped it over the wardrobe and began to shiver even more violently. The two quilts



helped, and I curled into a ball on the old bed, trying to sort things out.Nothing was very clear,
nothing at all. The marines had orders to burn the house, and that was a punishment only
sanctioned by the emperor for traitors and their families. I knew we weren’t traitors.How long I lay
there, I don’t know, but finally the shivers stopped and my eyes closed, and I could appreciate
not being caught in the fire or the cold of the storm. I think I slept.XTHE BLOND WOMAN
appeared in a recess off the Fountain Court, shadowed in darkness. Her hair was bound tightly,
and she wore a dark single-piece military coverall and formfitting dull black boots. Around her
waist was a military-style equipment belt bearing a number of items, including a projectile
pistol.The Fountain Court was deserted, except for a single Imperial guard who stood at the
closed bronze doors to the Inner Palace.The woman slipped an insignia onto each collar and a
glistening badge into the holder on her chest as she walked toward the guard. Her breathing was
deep, but even, as if she were recovering from heavy exertion.Making no attempt to conceal her
steps, she marched toward the guard.“Halt. Who goes there?”“Major Erlynn.”“Advance and be
recognized.” The guard raised the wide-angle shredder and turned it toward the major.The
woman vanished. The guard squinted, leaning forward …Crack! He slumped to the floor with a
broken neck from the single blow delivered by the major who had appeared next to him.The
major surveyed the ConFed Marine uniform, and shook her head slowly.Even through the heavy
and ancient walls, she could hear the crowd noise rising as the mobs roared in their surge
toward the palace. She had checked the main gate, but those guards had either left or been
removed. The gate mechanism had been disabled as well. The broadsides scattered throughout
Inequital were slickly printed, far too slickly for revolutionaries in a world that had neither seen
nor tolerated revolt for decades.Another military coup attempt, using the unrest created by the
aliens on Mithrada?A single guard. That was almost planned treason, and now nothing she
could do would stop the fall of the emperor. All she could do to complete her duty was to ensure
the usurpers would not profit either. She turned and vanished.A flash of light blistered from down
the court, momentarily illuminating the fallen figure.“Damned witch.”“She won’t save him this
time.”Within moments, the mob had begun to pour through the Fountain Court toward the
Imperial apartments.A quarter of a continent away, a woman still wearing the insignia of a major
appeared behind the operator of a lighted full-wall console.Crack!The operator slumped dead in
the seat.Without moving the body, the major leaned over and touched the control room locks
before she began entering a new set of coordinates.Brinnnggg!Ignoring the alarm that she had
known her actions would trigger, she entered the override codes she was not supposed to have.
She touched the launch controls, one after the other, until the signals had been sent to the
remaining orbital satellite, the one without personnel, the one untouched by the Enemy. As she
waited for the return signal, the one which she must answer with a second confirmation, she
could hear the cutting lasers being wheeled to the heavy doors.Hssssstttttt …The sound and
smell of molten metal began to permeate the small room.A single amber light flashed, then
another, until five lights were lit. She entered a second set of codes, and triggered
them.Ssssssssttttt!A narrow beam lanced through the hole in the doors, needling through the



woman’s body.“Pray I did right …” She muttered the words, staggered, then vanished, leaving
only several drops of a sticky black substance on the tiles.Outside the doors, the lasers hissed a
moment longer.Across the solar system, five satellite launch doors opened, waiting for the return
signal that would unleash sunfire on the Enemy.XIAGAIN, THERE WAS the dream of the
crossroads, the red and the blue, the black and the gold, and they were even more real, as if I
only had to wish to step through the black curtain and stand upon that uncertain intersection.I
held back, almost as if there were something to wait for.Then—perhaps it was a door opening, a
footstep on the staircase, but the faintest of sounds—and I was awake, heart beating quickly and
staring at the closed door.Although the room was dark, except for the dimness of the glow rod, it
could have been morning for all I knew. I did not think so, not with the tiredness and the soreness
I still felt. Finally warm, I was wrapped in the two old quilts that Allyson had laid out for
me.Another faint step, and I relaxed slightly. The tread was too light for Jerz Davniads—he shook
the floors when he moved. Even the stone of the cellar hallway would have resounded. That
meant either Allyson, her much older sister Isolde, or their mother.Whssssppp …A robed figure
slipped inside the doorway, carrying a second glow rod.“Sammis?”I nodded, relieved that it was
Allyson, then whispered as I realized she couldn’t see me. “Here. On the bed.”By now I could see
a rueful grin. “Where else would you be?”“What time is it?”We were still whispering.“Close to
midnight.” She sat down on the very edge of the bed, her high-necked robe wrapped tightly
around her. “Father stopped by your drive, not long after you left … Sammis, those were ConFed
Marines, and they wouldn’t talk to him. They wouldn’t even let him go until they had checked his
name and position and searched the runabout.”“I know. I know. They burned the house …” My
voice caught. Despite myself, I had trouble talking. “ … kept watching the house, with weapons,
ready to shoot anyone who tried to get out …”“Sammis … why? What were you doing?”“Nothing
… you know Dad … all the trouble he took for the court … all the years … and his father …” I
shook my head. In the darkness it seemed only half real, yet I was hiding in the Davniadses’
servant’s quarters.“Your mother?” She extended a hand, and I took it.“I just don’t know … never
… never would have believed it …”“We’re leaving in the morning, Father says. That means
midday.”“Leaving … ?”“Sammis, things are much worse than we thought. Father says that the
whole Mithradan expedition was wiped out, including the space stations there. The power link
was destroyed. There were riots in Inequital, and the broadcast video channels are off the air.
There are some audio channels broadcasting, but from the east. Nothing from the capital.”I was
tired, and sore, and my back was still bruised from the dream fall I had taken—had it only been a
day earlier? None of it made sense.All I could do was shake my head. I couldn’t even say
anything. I think my cheeks were wet, because even with the glow rods I had trouble
focusing.“Are you all right? No, that’s a stupid question …” Allyson put an arm around my
shoulders, and until she steadied me, I hadn’t realized that I was shaking all over. “You can hold
on to me. Just hold on to me.”I did. As if she were the only thing solid in a dissolving world, as if
she were the only warmth in winter.One of her hands, cool and warm at the same time, brushed
my hair out of my face, kneaded the back of my neck to ease some of the hurt, some of the



stiffness.“Move over a little,” she suggested. “My feet are cold.”And I did that too, as she lay
down next to me, holding me almost as tightly as I held her.When I could see again, clearly,
Allyson was staring at the ceiling, even though she still had one arm around me, and I had both
of mine around her.“Worried?” My voice was unsteady.“Me?” She kept looking at the
ceiling.“You.”For a while, neither one of us said anything. I thought I could hear the whistle of the
wind outside. Otherwise, the house was silent.“Yes. Father says that we’ll be safer at the summer
place in Olviad. It was originally a family refuge from the Ronwic times. The gray steamer … is
special … too. Father used to race, you know.”“Your father wants to wait out the storm?”Allyson
nodded. “He wasn’t happy about that, but he said there wasn’t any choice. The marines upset
him. He didn’t say much, but I could tell he was worried. Mother doesn’t understand anything.
And Isolde—she was in Inequital, but father says there’s nothing to be done … nothing to be
done …”By then, Allyson was shaking. So I told her, “Hold me. Just hold me. I’m right here.”And
she did, and I think we both shook, hanging on to each other, knowing that a familiar world was
coming apart, and not knowing why.Outside, the wind whistled softly, on and off, as if the storm
might be dying down.Inside, behind the timber and stone and plaster, Allyson and I held each
other, trying to hold off the storm, or what it had so suddenly come to represent, our feelings
jumbled together between us and the quilts.“I need to get back upstairs …”“I know …”“Father
will be checking here in the morning, and …”“I know that, too.” Jerz Davniads was a friendly
man, but he would certainly not hesitate to turn me in to the marines if he thought it would
improve the chances of his family’s survival. He might not think so, and wouldn’t turn me over
unless it would help. But there was no sense in risking it.“Sammis … ?” Allyson turned her face
toward me, her long hair brushing my cheek.“Ummm.”“I wish it had turned out differently.”“So do
I.”She leaned toward me, letting her lips touch, then warm, mine.I held Allyson more tightly,
feeling for the first time, really, how soft she felt against me, and how sweet she smelled.“I have
to go …”“I know …” I knew, but I didn’t have to like it. If her father woke up and went searching for
his daughter, or couldn’t sleep and wanted to prepare for the trip, I didn’t want him making his
way to the cellar. Neither did I want to let go of Allyson.“I don’t want to go, Sammis.”“I know.”“But I
have to.” She kissed me again, and then pushed away from me and swung her feet to the floor,
reclaiming her slippers. “I have to …”“I know.” I felt stupid and helpless repeating the same words
time after time, and all I wanted then was to keep holding on to Allyson.She took her glow rod
and slipped to the door. “I’ve left everything I could get for you …” Her voice was a whisper.“If
you hadn’t … I don’t know what …”Her shoulders trembled as she took the three or four steps
from the sagging old bed to the door. She was gone before I could even finish my sentence, and
I was staring at a softly closed door. A closed door on what might have been. A door closed on
… but there was no point in dwelling on that.Queryan memories are long, and the round-ups and
the burnings of the Eastron sympathizers, and of the witch-wraiths before that, had been
pounded into my head by my own father.For a long time, I lay in the jumbled quilts as the room
cooled, thinking about nothing, then trying to decide what I could do, or where I could go. For
everyone in Bremarlyn would know me, and in this time of chaos, no one would stand up for me



—no one but Allyson, and she had done what she could. That was more than enough to get her
burned should anyone discover it.I got up and smoothed out the bed, folding the quilts as I
recalled they had been folded. I checked my own uniform, which remained slightly damp, and
put it on. Strangely, my cloak was dry, and my boots had never been damp inside.After dressing
as quietly as possible, I looked through what Allyson had brought—and thanked her mentally
again. Not only was there the food and the tool kit, but also a small hatchet and a folding knife
with several blades, and a folded square of waterproof ground cloth. All the non-food items were
dusty, which probably meant that they wouldn’t be missed, but all looked serviceable.I took my
nearly empty pack and placed everything in it, except for the knife, which went into my pocket,
and the gloves Allyson had given me earlier. Then I pulled on the cloak and the gloves and
swung the pack into place.The door from the room opened easily. I stopped to listen. Not a
sound from upstairs—although I had not expected any, since it had to be well before dawn. Still,
my steps were light, if not noiseless, as I slipped to the big latched door.Hsssst … click. Despite
my best efforts, the latch rasped.I held my breath and listened. No sounds, except for the
moaning of the wind outside.Holding the door against the wind so it would not swing inside and
hit the wall, I stepped into the night—or the predawn darkness.Overhead, I could see some stars
between the swirls of fast-moving clouds. The wind was light and skitterish, with gusts of warm
air, then cooler air. From what I could see in the dim light, most of my tracks had been covered
by snow and wind.Since there wasn’t much I could do about hiding my tracks, I walked to the far
end of the wall, where the double stone steps came down to the lawn. The higher ones were
clear of snow. Glancing up at the windows and seeing no light, I walked up two steps in the
snow, and then turned and retraced my path to the lower door. From there I walked backwards
along the wall until I neared the point where the other set of steps went up toward the courtyard
and the kitchen. They were clear in the center, and my prints did not show.The courtyard was
dusted with snow, but only in the west corner had it drifted more than a finger deep. By scuffing
my boots side to side, I obscured my prints enough that they did not look recent, and with the
hint of warmth in the wind, after sunrise they might not be visible at all.Like our drive, the
Davniadses’ was raised a handspan or so above the lawn, and the center part had been
windswept. I checked the house, but there were no lights. Going down the drive was a risk, but
Jerz Davniads wasn’t the sort to chase me without considering the consequences—assuming
he saw me at all. And taking the drive left fewer tracks.It might be days before snow left parts of
the woods path. Besides, anyone could be coming or going down the drive. Only Sammis Olon
would be using the woodlands path.At the curve in the drive, just before it entered the woods on
its slope down to the road, I looked back at the house. In a way, I had hoped to see a single
candle, or something. But the windowpanes were dark, and the hot-cold wind whistled across
my cloak. I watched for another moment, then waved to Allyson, or no one, and began the hike
downhill.XII“THE WITCHES OF Eastron? What a strange conceit, coming as it did from the only
non-monarchial culture in Queryan history. Yet the thread of the so-called ‘witches’ appears in
folklore, literature, and even in diaries for a period of close to a millennium.“The references span



four phases of government, including the Fylarian Fragmentation, and demonstrate remarkable
consistency …“ … women (or men) who did not age, who were seen in places too far apart for
them to have travelled the distance, who displayed remarkable skill and dexterity, who avoided
war and violence, even for the best causes …“None of the attributes of the so-called ‘witches’,
except for the rapid travel, and that could have been mere coincidence, are that remarkable,
especially given the extraordinary hatred that devolved, either in Eastron or Westron, upon those
accused of being witches. Yet even into modern times, the witchcraft charge has been used
…“All in all, the remarkableness of the conceit has been its continuation, given the mildness of
the evils attributed to such witches—they lived a long life, possibly an endless one, and they
could travel far distances in the blink of an eye. Yet such charges destroyed whole families in the
early days of Eastron and even into the founding of the Westron Chartered Monarchy …”Archival
Text FragmentTemporal Guard ArchivesQuest, Query1200 N.G.EXIIII KEPT TO the side of the
Davniadses’ drive, and to the edge of the road after that. There was nowhere else to go—not by
the road.Father said that there had been talk of extending the road until it reached the Wayland
Highway on the other side of the hills, but the Engineers had never started the work. My choices
were clear—blunder through the still snowy hills or risk the road in the darkness before dawn,
accompanied by wind and chill, before the marines started their usual canvass of the area and
all the residents.Like the Davniadses’ drive, the crown of the road was clear.Click … click …
crunch …My steps sounded louder in my ears than they probably did in fact, but the sound
spurred me to set my feet more carefully on the downgrade.Once I reached the sweeping ninety-
degree turn above our driveway, I stopped and listened. Silence, but that didn’t mean anything.
Not where the ConFed Marines were concerned. I edged off the road and into the snow-covered
grassy depression that was almost a ditch—on the opposite side of the road. Stepping through
the snow, I kept my head low. Before long, I reached the point across the road from the low stone
pillars that marked our drive.Whhhsttt … whssssss …Only the whisper of the wind broke the
stillness—that and the sound of my breath.Was there still a guard by the pillars? A marine
detachment watching the smoldering ruins of the house built by my great-great-grandfather?I
glanced toward the pillars, but could see nothing but two smudges of gray against the shadows
of the evergreen hedge and the overhanging trees. As I strained to make out whether there was
a guard posted, the dream impression of the red-blue, gold-black intersection returned,
somehow right behind my eyes, even closer than in my dreams.Crack.The sound had come
from behind me. I could feel eyes on my back, and I grasped in some way for the dark
intersection, knowing that only that could save me, if anything could.Without understanding how,
I was on the other side of the black curtain, seeing through a veil the snow-drifted depression
where the three marines looked down on a set of footprints that came from nowhere and went
nowhere.From that no-time place, I could hear nothing, but one of the ConFeds made the ward
gesture from the Verlyt rites. Another had a shredder aimed at where I would have been, where I
had been instants before.Suspended there, I dared not move, not that I could. So I watched as
the three marines stomped through and around where I had been. Finally, one followed my



tracks backward until they reached the hard stones of the road and disappeared.My unplanned
disappearance in plain sight might lift suspicion from Allyson and her family, since I hoped that
the marines would not walk hundreds of rods back uphill and through the Davniadses’ courtyard
to compare footsteps in the snow. At least, I hoped I had left no tracks in the snow between the
two places.As I hung out of time, waiting, a marine reappeared with an officer, a tall and burly
man. The marine pointed to my footprints, gesturing, then shaking his head. The burly man
seemed to be exasperated, doing some pointing himself, jabbing a finger toward the marine,
who kept backing up.Even though I could feel nothing where I was suspended, I could tell that I
was getting tired. The veil, or curtain, seemed to flicker in front of my eyes. What could I do?My
thoughts jumped back to the ConFed Marines guarding the house, and as they did, the scene
through the black curtain wavered, then refocused, and I was standing in the orchard, still behind
the curtain of time or place. But this time I knew that as soon as I willed it, I could be in the
orchard.With the marine tents, and the row of coffins laid out, some drifted over with snow, I did
not want to reappear there. Not at all.The Academy? No …Finally, I concentrated on a place
where I used to hike with Mother—the Long Wall Trail above the town, on the far side of
Bremarlyn. I knew I could not go very far, but I had to go somewhere.I thought, hard, and tried to
visualize the trail and the way station, especially the way station, the one-windowed old log
cabin.Crrshhh … thud …Sprawled on the trail, perhaps fifty rods from the way station, I looked
around quickly. By now, the dim light of predawn lent everything a ghostly aura.Chiichiii …
chchiichii … An enormous grossjay stared down from the overhead branch at the interloper
stretched out on the trail.On this side of Bremarlyn, the snow did not seem to have been quite so
heavy, and the temperature was markedly warmer. Not enough that I could do without cloak and
gloves, but enough that I was comfortable in what I wore.Sitting up slowly, I continued to look
around. I did not stand. My knees felt like water, and I had a splitting headache.Even the idea of
trying to call up that contradictory mental intersection made me wince. Right now, that was for
emergency travel.Chichiii … chchiiichi …No other recent footprints marked the mix of loose dirt
and drifted snow, and the grossjay’s scolding seemed more of a greeting.The Long Wall Trail
was more of a summer path, anyway.Finally, I gathered my feet under me and lurched upright in
the dawn. And, after a time, I managed to stagger to the way station.The latch was rusty, but
functional. I scrambled until I found an old wooden bar and slid it into place. Then I looked
around in the dimness.Some little light filtered in from the cracks in the wooden shutters that
covered the unglassed window. My feet left tracks in the thin layer of dust that blanketed
everything.Inside were two benches and a table, all of rough wood polished only by time and
summer usage. But the bench was as welcome as any soft chair anywhere. Off came the pack,
and out came the food. I was so hungry I was drooling. A growl from my guts reminded me not to
gulp it down whole. Beginning with a dried chyst, I chewed each bit thoroughly.With the first
mouthful, my shakes began to abate. After I finished the chyst and a chunk of tough but welcome
jerky, interspersed with several sips from the small water bottle Allyson had packed, the
headache began to lift.Clearly, my out-of-time or out-of-place travel took energy, lots of it, and I



had started out with an empty stomach.Sitting there in the way station, I tried to call up the black
curtain and the contradictory intersection. While I could bring them into mental focus, the effort
set off another headache. The warning was sufficient, and I relaxed and started in on a dried
pearapple.After that, I studied the way station. Four log walls, one with a shuttered window, and
one with a heavy door. The roof was not raised, but angled. The log wall which had the door was
lower than the back wall, and three timbers, each a handspan wide, ran from front to back. The
angle also provided the overhang for the unrailed front porch I had ignored during my staggering
entrance.Just the summer before, Mother and I had sat there, watching the rain come down.“Not
many people come here any more, Sammis,” she had said. “We’re not the physical people I …
we once were.”She had always looked younger than she was, just as I did. On the way up the
trail, someone had noted that it was nice to see a brother and sister on such friendly terms. I was
too embarrassed to make the correction, and she had just smiled an amused smile.Yet I knew
she was older than my father. That’s what the marriage book had shown.In the early winter
dawn, I dropped back from that memory, cut as if by a knife at the thought that I might never see
either my mother or father again.I carefully rewrapped the food, leaving out one last piece of
jerky, and replaced the remainder in my pack. As I chewed, I tried to sort out everything that had
happened in the last few days.First, someone or something had attacked the ConFederation
forces on Mithrada and apparently destroyed the planet-forming stations and most of the
spacecraft—if the rumors were correct. At least some of the orbital power stations were
damaged or destroyed. Nothing was being broadcast from Inequital and from the west. A
detachment of ConFed Marines had burned my family’s ancestral home. Strange storms and
weather had struck Bremarlyn and perhaps much of Westra. Yet there were no strange aircraft,
no battles nearby, and no other military forces.Last of all, somehow, I was learning to travel, or
slide out of places and into places, and that travel took as much effort as playing a whole
centreslot game, maybe more.What was I going to do? I had some theoretical knowledge, a little
skill with woodworking tools. Small for my age, if stronger than many a head taller, and looking
even younger than my size—I couldn’t pass as a casual laborer. Not with my gentry talk and
uncalloused hands. Or as an orphan of sorts. The gentry didn’t abandon children—ever. There
were too few.I didn’t have an answer, but I couldn’t stay in the woods for too long. And I had no
idea how I would be able to find my parents—or what had happened to them without having the
same thing happen to me.For the moment, the problems had to subside with the waves of
exhaustion that swept over me. I staggered to my feet and pushed one of the two benches
around the table and got both of them side by side. With the pack as a pillow and my cloak as a
blanket, I went to sleep. Without a single dream, for the first time in days.XIVON THE CONSOLE
screen in the laboratory a map appeared, one illustrating the outline of a continent in relief. In
addition to the greens and browns depicting different elevations were traceries of red dashed
lines. All the dashed lines either began or terminated at the same point near the center of the
continent.The researcher in blue sitting before the screen tapped in a series of commands, and
the map vanished, replaced by a chart resembling a star map. She touched the controls, and a



three-dimensional version of the star chart appeared. In the center was a red dot, and a handful
of red dashed lines curved outward from the red dot. Most ended with a circled black star.With a
frown, the researcher touched the keyboard again. The star map vanished, replaced in turn by a
chart listing names, with four columns of entries after each name.A black star preceded the
majority of the names, and those the researcher ignored as she studied in turn the entries
following each unstarred name.Occasionally, she sighed, and the noise echoed in the
dimness.Once the console flickered, as did the power panel lights on the monitoring equipment
arrayed around a bare raised platform to her right. The platform stood in roughly the middle of
the laboratory, surrounded at equidistant points by four consoles with screens.Only the console
occupied by the lone researcher was functioning.The researcher glanced at the screen before
her, then at the series of inked designs she had added on one side of the hard copy of the report
beside the keyboard.Again, the lights flickered, then failed, plunging the room into darkness and
wiping the screen blank.Sighing once more, the researcher waited, as if to see whether the
power would return.Wheep.With the return of the lights, the screen relit, but displayed only a
featureless blue.The woman touched several keys, and the screen went black. She took a deep
breath, then lifted the thin report that lay on the flat space to the right of the screen and slid it into
the drawer in the console under the screen, shaking her head as she did so. Her sandy blond
hair flared slightly with the movement, then bounced as she rose fluidly from the chair, and
walked toward the bare platform in the middle of the laboratory.Click. Her fingers turned off the
monitoring equipment on the right hand side of the platform.When all the power light panels
were dark, she stepped upon the platform and looked around, taking another deep breath, as if
attempting a plunge into icy cold water.With a sad smile, she vanished.The room remained
unpowered, but waiting.Outside, the emergency etheline generator coughed, and the single set
of lights illuminating the console where she had been seated flickered.The researcher
reappeared on the platform, smiling but shaking her head.Droplets of water cascaded from her
onto the platform. Her blue tunic and trousers were soaked, and the thin fabric clung to her like a
second skin, outlining a slightly curved and youthful figure.The lights flickered one last time and
went out, leaving the windowless laboratory in near-total darkness, as the emergency generator
coughed on the last drops of etheline.The researcher walked surefootedly toward the doorway,
leaving behind a trail of damp footprints that had already begun to fade as she slipped from the
laboratory.XVTHE LONG WALL Trail ended nearly five kays from the outskirts of Herfidian, itself
a good twenty kays east of Bremarlyn by the Eastern Highway. None of the way stations had
offered anything but shelter.While shelter was indeed welcome amid the continuing strange
alternation of snow and ice rain and sunlight and crisp fall afternoons, food was my biggest
problem. Water was available from the cascades and the brooks, for the temperature never
dropped far enough to freeze more than skim ice over running water. The abrupt changes in
temperature had spoiled most of the wild fruits and berries. I had found one blue chyst in a
copse of trees near the second way station. The blues are terribly bitter, but nearly a dozen were
clear and edible.I ate one on the spot and put the others in my pack, hoping to save what dried



food was left as long as possible.Rabbits were plentiful, and curious. But I had no way to kill
them at a distance, and didn’t seem to be able to stalk them. More important, I still didn’t like the
thought of killing them. Even at home, I’d never been a big meat-eater. Neither had Mother, and
my father had teased her about it, saying that it was the secret to her youthfulness.From the
ridge line part of the trail, I had noticed some other strange changes. In places, huge circles
appeared to have been cut out of the forest, and nothing remained but a fine dust. Those places
seemed to be near the Eastern Highway, some distance from the trail, and the only things that
were left standing were natural hills or the heavy foundation stones of barns or buildings.It
looked like the work of an enemy, because the destruction appeared to be just in or around the
inhabited places. But who was this unseen enemy?While I wasn’t about to find out in the hills,
trudging along the Long Wall Trail toward the east, I also wasn’t in a hurry to make myself visible.
What I could have used was a bath or a shower. Despite the earlier snows and sleet, the air was
still dusty, so much so that I often found myself sneezing as I made my way eastward.When I
finally stood by the stone marker—the one that said “Long Wall Trail, in memory of Kenth, last
Duke of Ronwic”—that signified the end or the beginning of the trail, depending on which way
you were going, I still had no real idea what I would do. I couldn’t live in the woods, and I had no
living relatives—except a second cousin of my father’s that I had met exactly once who lived
somewhere in Inequital.The sky was overcast, and the strange dark cloud pillars continued to
dominate the western sky, in the general area of Inequital, although the capital itself was farther
than I could have seen. A light mist was falling. The air was mostly warm, although the
occasional strange cold gusts still accompanied the warmer mist. The dirt of the trail below me
was unmarked, sheltered by a double row of overhanging firs. Behind the firs were the usual mix
of Westron trees, most of the leafy ones well toward losing their summer foliage and having but
scraggly winter leaves.The marker sat about a hundred rods above the Eastern Highway. Why
the trail ended near no town was a mystery to me, but I had never asked. All I knew was that I
had another five kays to walk, and that I was getting hungry, and that I wanted a bath.The last
seemed most unlikely. Food was probable, one way or another, and walking was certain for now.
I didn’t dare waste the energy on place-sliding, not unless I was faced with an emergency, or
worse.Before I headed toward the highway, I unstrapped my pack and set it on top of the flat
stone marker, unfastened it, and removed the last blue chyst. After three days, even the blue
ones didn’t taste too bad. I needed some energy, and otherwise there were only a few sticks of
jerky and two small chunks of cheese left. Those I wanted to save.Allyson had done well, but like
all good things her provisions were about to end. When I finished the chyst, nibbled all the way
down to the hard seed, I tossed it into the deep brush to my right.Swwiiissshh.A grossjay
swooped after it, almost catching the seed before it struck the ground. Times had apparently
been hard for the birds as well. Grossjays were not known for their fondness for chyst seeds.I
pulled the pack back on, shrugging my shoulders to try to relieve the stiffness that seemed
permanent. Then I started down the trail, staying on the short grass on the side, avoiding the
slippery combination of dirt and mud in the middle.The line of firs ended halfway to the highway,



and I pulled up short, staying in their shade, as I could hear the rumble of a vehicle in the
distance. Instead of walking along the road, stupid in any case, I kept under the overhang of the
trees, where I stumbled every so often. While most of the trees were light-leaved for winter,
between the mist and the evergreens, I wasn’t as exposed as I would be closer to the road, and I
could hide quickly. The idea of hiding and skulking around bothered me, but being picked up by
the ConFeds would have bothered me a lot more—especially since I didn’t know why they were
after my family … and presumably me.After about a kay, the rumbling increased in pitch, and I
dropped behind a pine, waiting.Over the hill from the west they came, clear even from a
distance. First came a steamer, black, with a flag on the front bumper. The flag was the ConFed
banner. Then there were two open steam freighters, carrying full loads covered with tarps. Last
came an armored steamer, the kind with the composite ceramic plates and a turret gun. The
armored steamer was wreathed in vapor as it rattled along.In my whole life, I had never seen
such a detachment on the Eastern Highway, not near Bremarlyn, so far from Eastron, even
father from the Northern Isles—although that conflict had been over even before my father was
born.So I crouched in a hollow behind the pine and waited for them to pass out of sight. The wait
wasn’t all loss, though. In looking around, I saw what might have been a stunted pearapple,
behind the firs to my left, toward Herfidian. As I waited, watching, I marked the pearapple
location and studied the steamer as it hum-hissed past my pine tree, less than five rods away.
Double-tiered and totally enclosed, that black steamer was easily twice the size of my father’s
official steamer. The black finish was wearing thin and beginning to show the reddish ceramic
beneath, and the faded purple stripe along the side, across both doors, was also heavily
scratched.I could feel the ground vibrate as the rest of the road convoy neared. The dull gray
freighters looked newer, but still battered. Unlike the steamer, their cabs were open, and one had
the windscreen folded down. Both were heavy-laden, with what appeared to be machines under
the tarps. An armed ConFed stood in the guard booth at each corner of the cargo bay of each
freighter. Eight armed ConFeds—in the center of Westron, thousands of kays from the old
borders. And they weren’t looking bored. I shrank down further behind the pine as the freighters
neared. The guards had weapons out and kept scanning the roadside.How anyone would catch
them I couldn’t imagine. All four were travelling nearly as fast as a normal runabout.But someone
had, clearly, because one of the armored guard booths on the first freighter had projectile holes
in it and a dull reddish smear on the shattered composite underneath.I decided not to move as
the freighters passed, waiting for the laboring armored steamer to come into my now-restricted
view.The gray double plates were scratched, some of the scratches almost bleeding with red as
the ceramic composite beneath showed through. The turret had a steel shield around the gun
port. An armored steamer with some steel—that was something else. Steel wasn’t that easy to
come by any more.The acrid odor of old steam, old oil, and hot rubber permeated the area as
the armed steamer rumbled past. It was the three-axle type, with shields over the double tires,
and the gun in the top turret kept swiveling from point to point, although thankfully not in my
direction.I stayed in the hollow behind the pine until the ConFed vehicles had disappeared over



another low hill, and until the sound and vibration were gone as well. The bitter smell of abused
machinery remained.I recalled the pearapple. Before I checked out the possibility of fruit, I made
my way deeper into the brush, and relieved myself. Seeing the ConFed convoy had created a
sudden urge for such relief.Then I pushed through the thickets of dead summer brush to the tree.
Although the birds and weather had taken a toll, I found two partly good fruits. Using the old knife
Allyson had left me, I cut away the rotten parts and ate the rest right there.After wiping the knife
clean on some dried grass, and then on the hem edge of my cloak, and doing the same with
sticky fingers, I made my way back to the edge of the highway and resumed hiking toward
Herfidian.As I neared the top of a low hill, perhaps the third after the place where I had
encountered the convoy, something seemed wrong. My steps slowed, ears alert, eyes looking
for a wisp of steam in the air. Sniff … sniff—even trying to detect a hint of the scent of oil and
steam.Only the sound of a grossjay broke the stillness as I edged forward.I shook my head as I
saw the emptiness that began just below the crest of the hill. Nothing but a few huge boulders
rose out of the circular expanse of dust. It was though a giant lumberman had taken an axe and
swung it at ground level in a circle, and then burned everything to dust—except the dust was a
fine brownish powder, not gray or black like ashes, and there was no smell of burning. I thought I
remembered the place … before … a water station with the old inn maintained more out of
sentiment than anything else. My father had claimed the inn still served one of the better evening
meals in the Bremarlyn area.Where the inn and its outbuildings had stood were only buried
lumps, foundation stones covered with shifting dust. The old high firs were gone, as was the
steep-pitched barn that dated back to the time of wagons and beasts.“ … cccah … cuhh …
CHEW …” Once the fine dust got into my nose, I couldn’t stop sneezing until my eyes were
thoroughly running and my shoulders hurt from the violence of the sneezes. Had anyone been
around, I would have been helpless.Finally, I gathered myself together, just short of the dusty
wasteland that seemed to stretch nearly a kay before me. Only the tracks of ConFed convoy
through the thinner cover over the road itself marred the dust, so light that it seemed to shift with
even the slightest breath of air.How the steamers had made it through I wasn’t certain, but there
was no way I was going to survive the sneezes and convulsions that each step would generate.
Going around the edge would add another kay to the distance to Herfidian—assuming Herfidian
was still there and not a dusty wasteland. Assuming I did not run into the ConFed Marines.I sat
down on a fallen log for a moment to think, to think and to recover from my sneezing
attack.Something had destroyed the inn, something that had left only dust, and that something
seemed to strike populated areas. I had seen the circular spaces from the trail, though none
were actually out in the woods. But the presence of the ConFeds meant that some outposts had
survived.Shrugging, I got up. There wasn’t that much choice. So I began to struggle along the
edge of the destruction. The trees and brush closest to the actual destruction looked more as if
they had been winter-killed than burned, but would extreme cold have the same effect as fire
and create an ash-like dust?By the time I regained the road, or the sheltered edge under the firs
that bordered the highway, indeed had bordered all the highways, the afternoon was nearly



gone. And I had no handy way-stations in which to shelter myself. So I kept putting one foot in
front of the other.Twice more the rumble of freighters pushed me out of sight—once into the
ditch and once behind a thicket. These freighters were also guarded by ConFed Marines bearing
nasty looks and nastier weapons.As the day waned into twilight, and as I neared the top of each
hill, I edged over carefully, afraid of what I might find.Herfidian was in more of a valley, cut by the
Oligar River, as I recalled, and the trade section was the part closest to Bremarlyn.Had been the
closest to Bremarlyn. The same circle of destruction was evident on the western side of the river.
The eastern side looked untouched by that destruction, but I could see the shanties and tents
and smell the open fires from more than a kay away.Some order prevailed. The road had been
swept clear of dust, or used enough to keep it mostly clear. That, and there was some sort of
gate guarding the old stone bridge that crossed the Oligar. In the early evening light, I could see
someone lighting a set of torches there. A soldier of some sort, for the outline of the weapon on
his back was clear.Soldiers and more soldiers!If I walked down the road, the soldiers would have
me, and some might know who I was. But with the river to the south and the swamps to the north
…So I retreated into the bushes and relieved myself again. After that, I found a grassy spot
behind a tree, out of sight of the road. Once my pack was off, out came the last chunk of cheese
and several fractured pieces of jerky. I chewed them slowly, savoring the last taste of each.I
curled up, just to rest—and woke to another set of rumbling wheels. Not that it could have been
long, but the lights of the steamers against the thicket and trunks made me squirm even flatter to
the ground until all three were past and rumbling down to the guarded bridge.I thought about the
place-sliding. Could I use it to at least get past the bridge?That wouldn’t be a problem, but I’d
have to be careful where I ended up. The old Herfidian had been a worn-out trade town, dying bit
by bit, and the enemy’s destruction of the western part had probably just hastened the inevitable.
Off in the older eastern part had been the metalworks where the smiths had built the land
steamers and freighters, using the river mills for power.Supposedly, Jerz Davniads’s grandfather
had made his fortune by developing a strain of oilseed plants from which etheline was distilled.
Idly, I first wondered what had happened to the great oilseed plantations of the north, then briefly
wished I had an etheline heater. But wishing was not about to deliver me a heater, and the
soldiers below would spot the light anyway.I sighed and put on my pack. Then, sitting in the
hollow behind a fir trunk, partly sheltered from the evening wind that still bore the bitter cold-
burnt odor of enemy destruction, I tried to call up the red-blue-gold-black crossroads of my mind.
This time, surprisingly, I could summon the image easily, and with almost no effort I dropped
behind the black curtain of no-time.East Herfidian was no longer just metalworking, but an
armed camp. Combat-ready ConFeds patrolled the streets. The metalworkers were busy now,
apparently repairing military equipment. Seeing from behind the curtain was a strain, and East
Herfidian did not appeal to me.What about further east, toward Jillriko, or Halfprince?I let my
mind carry my seemingly disembodied self farther east, farther from Bremarlyn, farther from
Inequital. The Eastern Highway itself seemed more permanent, as if it stretched through time,
than the trees or buildings.Half of Jillriko was gone, and the town looked nearly



deserted.Halfprince also looked empty.Beyond Halfprince were the marshes, the damps, where
the Faiyren River emerged from several creeks and the marshes before twisting downward and
back to Jillriko.Hot springs intertwined with the creeks, and a mist often covered the small
valleys, especially in winter.My view from behind the black curtain began to flicker, and I could
tell that I was running out of time. The damps looked more hospitable than two deserted towns
and one ConFed camp. So I looked for a clearing … or something …—and dropped heavily into
mushy grass anchored in mud.With the darkness spinning around me, I took a deep breath. My
eyes cleared, although the bushes were dark shapes against the darker shadows of the trees.
The mud and grass underfoot comprised a shadow carpet whose different elements could be
felt, but not seen.Chhhiccciiii.The sound of the grossjay reassured me as I squished toward drier
ground, just looking for a place to sit down.The odors of mud, swamp, rotting wood and plants
filled my head, almost with a jolt compared to the cold no-sense feeling that accompanied my
undertime travel.My boots were holding up well to the mud, tramping, and wet, but the clothing
looked more like a shapeless working outfit than the sharp-creased dress uniform that I had
worn to the Academy on a morning not that long ago.As I eased my way from the muddy grass
up onto a hillock, the stillness made me edgy. Silence meant people, and the kind of people that
went to the damps were not the kind I wanted to meet in the dark. As if I had any choice about
it.My vision began to spin again, and I sat down on the ground, next to a spindly fir. My attempt
to rest was too late, and I could feel the darkness sweep over me, even darker than the
oncoming night.XVI“WHERE’D HE COME from?”“Steps start in the middle of the grass …”“Must
be the Enemy.”At first I thought the voices were from a dream, but I could feel my back and
shoulders aching, and I wanted to shiver in the cold. Besides, it was clearly light. Had I slept
through the night?Where was I? Then I remembered my attempt to avoid the ConFeds at
Herfidian … the damps. I was lying somewhere in the damps, recovering from an excess of my
mental sliding from place to place. My head was splitting. Even the faint light of dawn was hard
on my closed eyes.“Too young for them, and he’s human. One of the spacers said They had four
arms and were like giants. That’s what Lyron said.”“Damned witch, then.”“Pretty young for
that.”“Witches always look young.”“Ever seen a witch?”Slitting my eyes, I tried to see who was
discussing me so coldly, as if I were not even there.“He’s waking up!”“Open your eyes, boy—
slow-like, and keep your hands in the clear.”I did exactly as I was told.Two bearded men and a
woman stood there. They all had long hair. One of the men had crossbow aimed at my
midsection. A crossbow—for Verlyt’s sake.“Looks old, but it works, faster than you could blink
your eyes and disappear.” That was the woman. Her hair was dirtier than the shapeless man’s
jumpsuit she wore, and it looked like it had been dragged through most of the mud of the
damps.The stench that came from the three made the odor of rotting vegetation smell
clean.“Why, you here?” Neither man was more than a shade taller than I was, but the one with
the dirty white beard had shoulders like an ancient smith’s, and his voice rumbled.“Trying to
avoid the ConFeds.”“The ConFeds? Near here?” The two men exchanged glances.“Not that
near. They’ve taken over Herfidian, and they’re sending armed steamers along all the



roads.”“Why would they do that?” Her voice was sharp, almost shrill, and I could see that her
teeth were rotten. That proved she was not just lower class, but maybe criminal as well.I
stretched, slowly, still watching the man with the crossbow, and eased into a more comfortable
sitting position. My head throbbed with each movement, and my stomach heaved.“You sick?”
asked the woman.“No. Hungry. Tired. Damned little sleep, and less food.”“Where’s your family,
boy? Those clothes cost some.”“Gone. Dead … I think … Enemy … while I was coming home
from school …”“No other kin?” This came from the younger man, the first time he had spoken.“A
cousin in Inequital.”“Why’d you leave home? What town?”“The marines were burning and looting
…”Again, the three exchanged worried looks.“What town?” snapped the woman.“Bremarlyn …” I
didn’t know about the burning and looting, but they shouldn’t have, either.“Far way to come on
foot …”“He didn’t come on foot! Damned witch.” That was the older man, who kept the crossbow
steady on me.I just sat there, head throbbing, without enough energy to move, trying to keep
from puking my empty guts out.“He’s no witch,” concluded the woman, “or not much of one.
Good witch could have disappeared twice by now.”“What?”“How?”“You took your eyes off him
twice. That’s all it takes, just an eye-blink.” She stared at me. “So do you help us, or does Vran kill
you, and we turn you into a couple of days’ rations?”I shrugged, knowing that the sweat was
beading up on my forehead. “Rather help you, given the choice.”“For now, boy, you got the
choice. Hold out on us, and you won’t wake some fine morning. My name’s Sylvie. That’s Vran.
And that’s Weasel. It’s not his name, but he hasn’t told us his real name, and we don’t
ask.”“Sammis,” I volunteered.“Sam will do.”I hated Sam, but now wasn’t the time to be choosy.
“Fine. Can I stand up?”“No. You stand up that green, and you’ll rip your guts out.” From beneath
her shapeless garments, she pulled a brown shape and extended it. “It’s tough, but your teeth
are young.”Tough wasn’t the word for the morsel of travel bread, and it had flecks of mold which I
brushed away. But after the second bite, my headache lost its edge, and my stomach began to
quiet.“Slower …” commanded Sylvie. “You want to lose that, too?”I obliged her, even though
Vran had lowered the crossbow. The small piece of bread would make me feel better, but it
wasn’t about to provide enough energy for me to leave the company of the three, one way or
another. Feeling the looseness of my trousers, I was beginning to realize that my unusual travel
took energy, a lot of energy. And I didn’t have any. So I chewed, very slowly and very carefully.My
headache subsided to a dull ache, and my guts postponed any further protests.“Up,” grunted
Vran.I eased myself to my feet, still feeling weak.“What’s in the pack?”“Not much.”“Good to carry
forage, boy,” said Sylvie.I didn’t like the way she looked at me, or the way she said “boy,” as if
there were something more implied. I shrugged. “Where to?”“That way.” Vran gestured with the
crossbow toward a gradual slope up from where we stood, not that anything in the damps was
particularly far above the marshlands.With one slow step after another, my guts and head still
filled with a dull ache, my feet found their way up a narrow path that was all but invisible.In time, I
stood beside a lean-to sheltered by an ancient boulder and an interwoven black thorn thicket.
The limbs composing the frame of the lean-to were a mixture of smoothed, dark and ancient
wood, and greener partly leaved branches clearly added later to something that had been



abandoned until recently.“Not much, but hard to find. Out of the winds, even the big ones, boy.
Not that I wouldn’t mind a bit more warmth on a cold night.”I shivered.“Sylvie … the kid’s hungry
and cold, and you’re treating him like raw meat.” The man called Weasel spoke for the first time,
and his tone was more cultured than that of the other two. His voice was harder, though.“Jealous
now, Weasel?”Weasel snorted.“Then take him with you, and find us something to eat.”I sat down
on a fallen and half-rotten log and waited to see what they would say. While the hunger pangs in
my stomach had lessened, the light-headedness persisted.“He’s in no shape to go far …”“You
won’t either,” rumbled Vran through his tangled and dirty white beard. He lifted the crossbow,
then let it drop.The man called Weasel looked calmly at Vran. “You rely on weapons too much.”
Then, without waiting for a reaction, his eyes fixed on me. “And you, young man, have clearly
never been exposed to real danger. Not until recently. Can you stand?”“I think so.”“Then stand,
and let us see what forage we can find.”I took a deep breath, letting it out slowly, and eased to
my feet. The light-headedness was replaced with a subdued headache, and my stomach
growled.“Let’s go.”I let my steps follow Weasel’s. Before we had edged our way back along the
narrow path and through the swamp firs, I could see the reason for his name. Athletic as I had
been at school, I felt like an ox trundling after him. His footsteps were silent, while each step of
mine sounded with hisses and crackles.We wound down toward the marsh itself. There the
swamp grasses surrounded an expanse of open water.Weasel looked back, studied me, and
motioned for us to stop. “Verlyt-damned idea for you to be on your feet.”I agreed, but saying so
wasn’t going to do me much good. So I didn’t.Weasel rummaged through his shapeless jacket.
“Catch.”It was a battered but almost ripe and unspoiled chyst.“Just eat it slowly. Little bites. Real
little bites.”I nodded and took one bite. Weasel watched. Almost as soon as I had swallowed the
first bite, I could feel the headache lifting. My stomach growled.Weasel nodded.
“Hypoglycemic.”“What?”“Blood sugar. Too low, and you don’t function. Probably runs in … your
family.” He grinned a nasty grin. “But that will be our little secret, won’t it, young man?”“If you say
so. I don’t think I have much choice at this point.” So far as I could see, I had no skills, not like a
tradesman or apprentice. I couldn’t use my place-diving ability without regular meals, and I had
no way to leave the damps without food.“You don’t. Vran would like to use that crossbow on
you.”I couldn’t help shivering.“It’s not that bad. Vran … he just wants to show who’s boss.”I took
another small bite of the chyst.“You look like you could take another step or two. Watch how I put
my feet down, and try to do the same. You’re not as noisy as Vran, but anyone could still hear
you coming, and you don’t carry a crossbow like him. Try to keep your head down
more.”Attempting to emulate his footsteps, I followed as we skirted the highest swamp grass in a
round-about trip toward the northern end of the marsh. Every once in a while, I took another
small bite of the chyst.Weasel had to wait for me more than once, but he never said anything,
just turned and went on once I caught up. Finally we came to a spot where the barely perceptible
trail vanished. He nodded at me, then walked straight toward the marsh.I shrugged and followed,
trying to find the firm footing Weasel used. I was successful in gnawing the chyst right down to
the seeds, but not in always finding firm footing.Squuuushhh.Weasel turned and glared.I held up



my hands apologetically.He shook his head sadly and turned, brushing through the shoulder-
high grass so quietly that he sounded like the faintest of breezes. I sounded like a winter
storm.He was easing a woven basketlike structure from the waters of an inlet off the main part of
the small lake in the center of the marsh. Inside were several objects.Up came a second basket
box, also with several creatures inside.Weasel pulled a worn sack from his belt and emptied
each basket in turn.Both baskets went back into the water.“There’s actually enough for all of us
tonight.”“Enough what?” I kept my voice low.“Crayfish.”“Crayfish?”“Sort of like freshwater
lobsters.”I knew about both lobsters and crayfish. I just wasn’t certain how hungry I was. Then my
stomach growled, and I remembered that I had eaten the chyst, bite by bite, down to the
seeds.“Still hungry, Sam?”I nodded reluctantly.Weasel looked around, then started back along a
different route.I couldn’t see the new route either, and I was beginning to sweat under the heavy
cloak as even the damps warmed up in the midday.Abruptly, Weasel stopped. At first, nothing
caught my eye, but in the midst of the swamp grass was a greenish cactuslike plant. I watched
as he bared a bulbous greenish-brown root and sliced a chunk out of it, splitting the chunk in
two. The inside was whitish.“Here.”“What is it?” I took the slimy chunk of root.“Kind of swamp lily,
but the root’s mostly starch. Tastes like sawdust, but it’s good for you.” He used his knife to cut a
small chunk and put it in his mouth. Even his lips puckered a bit. “Didn’t say it tasted good, Sam.
I said it was good for you.”I used my knife to cut a small chunk of the waxy white root. I looked at
it. My stomach growled. I looked at it again, and my stomach growled again. So I ate it.The
swamp lily tasted like waxy sawdust, except I would have preferred the sawdust. And each piece
seemed to swell as I chewed it. I had to make a special effort to swallow each bit. But it all stayed
down, and my stomach stopped growling.“Enough. Let’s get back before Vran gets upset and
starts looking for a reason to use that crossbow.”I had almost—almost—forgotten the broad-
shouldered old man with the ancient weapon.We were nearly halfway back to the hidden
campsite before I realized that my headache was gone and that my stomach had stopped
growling, but I still wasn’t about to recommend swamp lily root except in dire
circumstances.XVIICHIRRRIIITT … CHIRRRIITIT!I jumped, almost throwing my cloak aside.
The tree toad had seemed to be calling from inside my ear. The sudden movement reminded me
how stiff I was from sleeping on the ground. Not quite the ground itself—Weasel had shown me
how to put fan leaves over fir branches to keep the worst of the dampness from me, but I still felt
cold and wet as I slowly eased into a sitting position, pulling the cloak around me, trying to get
ready for the morning routine.Get up; follow Weasel, either through the swamp or along the
ravines, and forage anything that was edible. Then bring it back, rest, and repeat the process in
the afternoon. How long had it gone on? It seemed like forever, but probably the ordeal had
lasted less than an eightday.I glanced over at the lean-to. That was where Sylvie lay. She had
caught the damp fever first. Huddled into a ball in a corner of the lean-to, her shakes rustled the
branches.Hsst … hsst, hsst, hsst … hsst … hsst, hsst, hsst …The pattern was nearly regular,
almost like rain, except that it rarely rained in the damps. Instead there was an almost continual
ground fog and mist that kept everything damp, all the time. That’s why every damper’s hutch,



lean-to, or cave, for the few who had staked out the bouldered area at the southern end of the
marshes, had a fire pit—as much to ward off the damp as for cooking or heat itself. Not that there
was a lot to cook over those fires, especially not with the heavy unseasonable rains and the cold
winds that had rotted and stripped even the winter fruits and those that were usually edible for
months after harvest, like the chysts.Weasel was nowhere in sight, but had clearly been up
earlier, since a wisp of smoke rose from the fire pit.Whatever else the Enemy had done, they had
ruined the weather and the crops, even the fruit trees.As on so many days, the wind whistled
through the swamp firs, and the mists and clouds were so heavy that not even the outline of the
sun was visible. I shivered, either from the chill, although my cloak, bedraggled as it had
become, was certainly warm enough, or from watching Sylvie suffer.Thwapppp. The slap caught
me unaware and dropped me into the muddy grass.“Damned witch … you did it to her …”Vran
was waving his crossbow. Luckily for me, it was not cocked. But that wouldn’t take him long, not
with his muscles, especially fueled by anger.Although I gathered my feet under me, I remained
on the ground, wondering if I would have to dive away from him in plain sight and reveal that I
was in fact one of those damned witches.“More than likely, she got it from cleaning one of those
swamp rats.” Weasel’s voice was matter-of-fact. The long knife he normally carried in his belt
was out, and he was testing the edge with his thumb.“Sticking up for the witch again?”“Hardly.
Witches don’t ever get sick. So if she caught it from him, he’s not a witch.”While I was seldom
sick, I’d had my share of illnesses growing up. All I could figure was that since I had not been ill in
the damps, where everyone seemed to suffer, that Weasel thought I never was sick.“Hunnnh?”
Vran missed Weasel’s subtleties. “Swamp rats?”“Never mind. We’ll get some of that marsh rice.
Boil it, and maybe Sylvie can eat that.”Vran looked at the huddled heap that was Sylvie.The cold
morning wind whistled again, and I stifled a shiver, looking from Vran to Weasel and back
again.Weasel turned without saying another word. Vran kept looking at Sylvie. I scrambled to my
feet, grabbed my pack, and followed Weasel.Once past the swamp firs shielding the camp, he
did not head north for the marsh, but instead southward toward the main branch of the creek that
eventually became the Faiyren River. Before long we were nearing the cut the river had worn
through the low hills that bordered the swamps.I could hear the low rushing roar of the river
where it billowed from the damps into the small canyon that turned into Faiyren Gorge. We were
nearing the pond above the rapids where, sometimes, Weasel had been able to catch migrating
wetbill ducks with his snares.He stopped and turned to face me. “What are you going to do,
Sam?”I knew what he meant. Sylvie was going to die. Vran would blame me, and nothing would
stop him from using the crossbow. Nothing.I shrugged, aware somehow in that post-dawn chill
that another change was coming. “Have to leave, I guess. Unless you have some other ideas.”“If
you really had to, you could have left days ago.”I didn’t answer that question. I shrugged again.
“Nowhere to go. Can’t do much of anything, except read and write and do some math. That
doesn’t count for much right now.”For the first time, Weasel looked puzzled. “What do you mean?
There are always jobs for clerks, or bookkeepers.”“Not now. Stores are all looted, those that are
left. ConFed Marines control the roads. They’ve burned out most of the gentry, at least between



Bremarlyn and here.”Weasel’s mouth dropped open. “Why didn’t you say anything about that?”“I
thought you knew.”“Sam, nobody in the damps knows anything. We knew there was an Enemy,
and some damage to the capital, and a few soldiers on the road. Other than that …” He spat on
the ground. “This is the place where you go when there’s no place else to go, when even the
back alleys of Horesard and West Inequital won’t take you in.”“Between the Enemy and the
looters, most of the towns are gone,” I added. “Not much food, either.”
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K. Thompson, “Great Story, Big Problem with Product Description. My main reason for writing
this review is to point out that the Amazon product description contains a pretty big error. The
entire second paragraph of the description of pertains to another of Mr. Modesitt's novels, The
Green Progression, and has nothing to do with the Timegod stories.I'm not finished reading this
yet, but I'm enjoying it so far. I have read over fifty of Mr. Modesitt's many novels, and I find that
he does an excellent job of developing characters over many pages. There is always quite a lot
of internal dialog with emphasis on ethical behavior. Some might find that off-putting, but I rather
like it, as it makes his characters more relatable--at least to me.”

Dr. Kathleen Olsson Nelson, “Sci Fi meets Nordic Lore. One thing is definite and certain, L. E.,
Modesitt is a terrifically inventive writer. Hollywood could easily make a sci fi film (with a story for
a change) of the TimeGod book. The possibilities of eco devastation and the intervention of god
like beings who destroy the bad guys in the universe as well as save others has been around for
awhile, yet I still like the notion of super beings giving a helping hand, especially when
confronted with world shattering events as presented herein.The main characters, Sammis in
"Time Divers Dawn" and Loki in "Time God" are engaging and sympathetic from the very get go.
Because of their personal characteristics the reader is willing to follow their development as they
battle themselves and others in an extremely hostile world and evolve from bumbling, ignorant
young men into the realization of their power and potential and to root for them as they are
manipulated by power drunk colleagues and to watch them evolve into saviors of a sort.Sammis'
eventual mate, Dr. Wryan Relorn is a brilliant scientist and the true architect of change on this
fantasy world of Query. She helps Sammis directly and later Loki in an indirect manner to
become major league heros and slowly they grasp the realization that they are indeed immortals
and (somewhat reluctantly) demi-gods.Modesitt is quite adept at weaving the strands of
ecological development in a technology and resource poor world with the norse mythic themes
into a logical and believable venue. He shows how barbaric people truly are by nature, under the
veneer of so-called civilized behavior, and that when their chief goal is to destroy every resource
they have for whatever motivation, that they also destroy their technology and ability to self
sustain. Query is just such a world.His take on Loki is an especially pleasing presentation as
Loki has usually been portrayed in the legends as a totally malign being and troublemaker non
pareil. Yes, he is still perceived as that, but Modesitt makes Loki far more sympathetic and
heroic then one has been led to believe in other tales. The bad guys in these stories are far
closer to the hearth and home which is an added spice to the cosmic stew cooking here.
Overall, if you enjoy a very well written sci fi yarn with the added charm of mythical gods and
goddesses, then this will be a fun read for you.  It was for me.”

Big Dave, “Well worth it. Four books in one. The first is confusing. Appears that part was left



out. Not enough about the Frost Giants. The characters are great. a good story. The second
part jumps a million years, with a new character on the same planet. Haven't finished it yet, but it
is good. This is this writer's individual books from early in his career. Read his series, they are
great.”

HBM, “I do know he has not complained yet about any of the books so they must be good!. I
myself am not a huge book reader, my brother is in a location where he as limited access to
books, and has request for me to send books to him. As I have not personally read any of the
books, its not very fair for me to comment on plot and story line. I do know he has not
complained yet about any of the books so they must be good!”

C.K., “A gentle romp. The Paratime series is one of the earlier, and goofier, of Modesitts works.
Very enjoyable if you're a Modesitt fan (as I am) but somewhat impenetrable if you're not. I might
suggest breaking in with the Ecolitian series or The Magic of Recluse before Timegod.Of
course, if you're comfortable with Modesitt then absolutely buy this, very fun.”

EJ Credne, “exceptional. This book is actually two stories. L.E. Modessit's first major novel was
"The Fires of Paratime"; this contains that story and its later-written prequel. I've been looking for
this book in print for a VERY long time, but now I have the Kindle version on my tablet AND my
Android phone! This is a must-read for all sci-fi fans!!!!!!!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great SciFi. Read this book as Fires of Paratime back when I was a
teenager, it was great back then and it was just as great this second time around.”

R. E. Day, “Five Stars. Good”

The book by L. E. Modesitt Jr. has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 85 people have provided feedback.
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